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1 EEqCEEQLEQE

2- CIIAI!GIAN tlOLPE: On the record.

3 The hearing.is resumed.

s 4 There was a preliminary matter that was handed to me

5 that was described as a petition by the Sunbelt Alliance,

6 Oklahoma city. Itwas described as a petition.'

7 Such submissions, or whatever, are not provided for
.

8 unoer our rules.

9 Secondly, as you know, we will not treat this as

10 a limited appearance statement, since the limited appearance --

gg the time for the taking of limited appearances has been

12 concluded (and has expired, and certainly the Sunbelt Alliance

33 is not a party.

14 Therefore, I will put one copy of this petition

that was handed to me on the reporter's desk, and certainly
15

the public and the parties are invited tt read it at the
16

next recess.g

ffR. JAMES WALTER HICKERSON: Sir, may I approach
18

" "" " * *
19

CNA*NYU UOL'a* **"'
20

MR. HICKERSON: James Walter Hickerson.
9

,

As a itizen of these United States, sir, I
22

x reise my rights of free speech --
3

CilAIRMAN WOLFE: What do you have here?

fir. IIICKERSON: I can read it. It is two paracraphs.
25

-

t

.
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1 CHAIMIAN WOLFE: What is it?

2 :1R . HICKERSON: It is a request for further limited !

.

3 public appearancea afcer these hearings, under the rights of ,'

- I
4 rebuttal and redirect. I feel just as the attorneye and [

5 petitioners in this action have that right, I think thau we,

6 the public, have that right, and I have 20 copies. !-

Y
7f [ Documents handed to Board.] f

|

CHAIRitAN WOLFE: All right. You may bo seated. I3
i
t

9 MR. HICKERSON : Thank you.

10 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Once again, the Boara -- and I've

11
f rg tten the date upon which the Board ruled that limited

12
appearance statements would be received. I have forgotcen

the date on which we concluded those appearances.13

Howsoever, I will put these petiticas on the94

reporter's desk and once again the parties and the public5

are invited to look at those documents. They will not6

rollow the record in this case, howsoever.

Another preliminary matter:
.

There is an oral argument this af ternoo: 4 before

- Judge Cook, beginning at 1:30. The Board would like to attend20

that cral argument. Therefore, contrary to what we had

advised yesterday, we will recess ccday at 12:30. The Board

is attending that oral argument, and this hearing will be

resumed at or about 3:00 o' clock this afternoon.
24

We will now stand in recess until 9:30.
25 - -

i

,
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e1 1 [ Recess.}
.

2 CIIAIRMAN .WOLPL : Mr. Gallo, I chink I T.. are

3 procaading with presenta tion of uitnernas on hoc ';u e a s._ : n

e

4 5-1.
i

1

MR. C?.LLO: Yes, Mr. Chairman.5

-

6 Applicants have filed some profiled objecticua
,

.

with respect to the testinony of fi . Bride. Waugh cn Contuntion -I-
.

7

I m sorry, on Board Question 5-1. I wculd propcae to8

entertain those objections at this time.g

MS. WOODHEAD: Mr. Chairman, the Staff also has a
10

motion to strike pending concerning Mr. Bridenbavf.i'a
9

testimony, and it would probably be more officiant to consif.er

both at the same time.
1.

MR. FARRIS: Mr. Chairman, we are going to withdrav
1 ~,

that testimony on 5-1.
|

MR. SHON: In its entirety?

MR. FARRIS: Yes, sir.
17

MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, that, of course, moots

the Applicants' objection.

~

MS. WOODHEAD: Same for the Staff.
20

CHAIRMAN WCLFE: Procaed, IIr. Gallo.
*

21 ,

.

MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, at t.-is timt 1 would
22

like to call to the stand Mr. David Guyce and IIr. 9illiau Gang . ,

24
.

4

I
i
i

s
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i Whereupon,

2 ic.'ILLI7d'. CT.NG
|
1

3 and

4 DAVID Giff0T

5 were recalled ;ts witnerres on :mr ulf ci cha 1 up". te.=.n..s an. |..

-

6 having Leen previously duly swern, escr2 cxa.inen .c- testitied

7 further as follows:

g MR. GALLO: Both witnesser hvie hu n prT/io;nly

g sworn.

10 DIRECT E:G.'4717ATION

gy BY MR. GALLO:

12 G Mr. Guy t, would you s tate you: full nr.2 and

13 ddreas and occupation for the reccrd,

A [ Witness Guyot} David Guyct. I raaid at14

5 Long, Overland Park, Kansas. I ara an amplo ae of tha finj15

of Black & Veatch, consultant to ths Apolicant.
16 -

Q Mr. Gang, would yea state your full n =a andg

# # " ' ' ' # *

18

A [ Witness Gang] I am Williara G. Gang. I co ud.cg
' at 6428 Paso Los Cerritos, in San Joze, Calh.forn.ut. . am nhe

project manager for General E!.ectria Ocmpany for .:.a.ch Fcx.
,

( MR. GALLO: -L; . Chai:nr.an, on .4bruary 19 th,

I4cnday cf this wee:'., Mr. G-.yot 's tectir.cny ta.s in:: ducac

into evidence with respect tc, contentions J. i.6 m .1 Jor m

Question 5-1. All parcies, of ccurce, ucuervsd cia right. to

.

%

- er
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1 cross-examine lir. Guyot with respect to Board Question 5-1,
,

2 but his evidence is presently 1.n the record and incorporated

3 into the record as if read.

4 BY MR.'GALLO:

5 u Mr. Guyot, do you have a copy of your testimony

6 before you?
.

7 A (Witness Guyot) Yes, I do.
.

8 Q Turning to part 3, t/hich is captioned Quas.ic n 5 -1,

9 Design of Reactor Pressure Vessel Pedestal, I boliv.'a dhat

10 on -- when you were on the witness stond on Fe'ruary 19th,c

j; you made a correction to page 19. Is that correct?

A That is correct.12

0 W uld you repeat for the reccrd what that-correction
13

was?g

^ * #" " E"#"9#"E ' *" *~

15 '

number reading 15 percent should now read 35 parcent.
6

Q Can you explain the otsis for that corrset_.on?

A Yes. At the time of initial filing of the restimony
18 *

last September, and at the time of the filing c2 the fi: cstg

or the secon'd of February, the information that was rivcilabla

, to mc based on preliminary dasign tras tnat the reasign cargrns

and the particular portion of the pecastal van gree.ter :hnn

15 percent. This preliminary calculaticn was br_.s2d ucan

taking the preliminary enveloping wcrk fo:. the fNlback

effects of the safety relief valve. It was calculated using
'

.

O
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1 the peak of the response spectra from the early sr.foty, bounding

2 safety relief valve calc'ilations, and therefore representad

3 a conservative bases for configuring the reactor precrure
i
I

4 vessel pedestal.

5 Subsequent to filing of my testimony, ua -- ?.y

'

6 staff has completed a reassessment of the design a.arnics and

7 the pedestal, still a preliminary nature, using a full finite
,

8 element soil structure interaction analysis of the entira

9 reactor building.

i

10 We also used the safety relief valve lo.2dc as

gg presentec in Appendin 3C and in accordance with Applicants'

12 instructions on the phase relationship of bubbles.

g3 The results of this analysis have indier ced that f
14 the margin in the configured pedestal with respect to safety

15 relief valve 1 ads is significantly higher than the preliminary i

design bases.
16

Therefore, the total available design mergin has '
7 ,

" #*"8* *

18

Q That number is 35 percent?jg
.

Yes, greater than 35 percent.,.
2,

Q Mr. G y t, since February 19, have you 'ed occasien~

21

to review your testilaony and determine that anoL/ correctiong -

* "" *"""#Y23

^ *' ""**
24

!

Q Can you make it, please. I,54 ,

i
;
i

I

.
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A In discussion with Mr. Gang on page 20, the second
3

f"ll paragraph, the 12th line, which begins, " Input data."2

The line should read:3

" Input data at the foundation-tc oedestal interface.
4

" # * "' * * # 9*
5

"' "" " " "" * "" * " "# '"-

6
*

Q Can you explain the basis for that correction?
7

A Y In the initial preparation of the testinony,.

8

it was my understanding that the interface daca prceided to

General Electric existed at the base of the pedestal. In

10
conversations with Mr. Gang, he has correctly informed me that

11
the interface is at the foundation of the pedestal interface.

12
And that Cencral Electric includes the model of the pedestal

13
in their analysis of the reactor prescura vessel.

14
The word " data" was a redundant piece of information.

Ie2

16

17

18

19
.

20

21

22

23
.

25

.
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I ''

G Is it ny understanding that your testinony on
~

2
this particular Board question is limited to the reactor

3 pedestal?

4
? A Yes, it is.

5 G It does not address the reactor shirt?
.

6 A Not beyond stating the facts that we provide the

. 7 requisite interface data to General Electric Company.
8 G Mr. Gang, hnve you prepared testimony with recpect
9 to Board Question 5-1 for presentation in this proceeding?

10 A (Witness Gang) Yes, I have.

11 G I show you a document entitled " Testimony of Milliam -

12 G. Gang Concerning Ouestion 5-1" crated September 25, 1973, and

13 ask you if this is the testimony presented by you for thin
14 proceeding?

15 (Handing document to witness.)

16 A. It is.
o

17 G Are there any corrections or additienc?

18 A There is a typographical error on the second page,

19 the first full paragraph, the second line. The trord " envelope"

20 is misspelled. It shculd have an "e" on the end.

-

21 G Does that complete the corrections?

22 A Yes, sir.

23 0 Is you testimony, as corrected, accurana and

24 Complete to the best of your knowledge and belief?

25 A It is.

.
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1 ftR. GALLO: "r. Chairman, at this time I would

2 like to introduce in evidence, as part of Applicant's

3 direct case, the testimonv of !!r. 1;Iilliam G. Gang concernina

4 Ouestion 5-1. I have furnished 20 copies to the reporter

5 so that it can be incorporated into the transcript as if

~

6 read,

7 CilAIRMA!! WOLFE: Any objection?
.

8 tiR. FARRIS: lio objection.

9 IIS . WOOD!IEAD : No objectic n.

10 CIIAIRMAll WCLFE: Said doct:nent will be incorporated

jg into the record as if read.

* 12 (The document referred to follous.)

13

14

15

16

17

18

19
.

20

~

21
'

22

23

24

25

.
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TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM G. GANG
'

CONCERNING QUESTION 5-1

My name is William G. Gang and I reside at 6428 Paso Los

I Cerritos, San Jose, California. I am the Project Manager for

the supply of the nuclear steam supply system components for

the Black Fox Station working within the Nuclear Energy Projects
*

Division of the General Electric Company. A statement of my

qualifications is attached to my testimony on Contention 3.

The purpose of my testimony is to address the following

question posed in the Licensing Boar'd's Order of September 8,

1978:

5-1 Is the treatment of vertical motion in

an earthquake of importance to the design
.

(j of pressure vessel supports and pedestals

and, if so, has it been accommodated?

The General Electric Company is responsible for furnishing

the pressure vessel support skirt for the Black Fox Station,

and I will address the question in that context. Mr. David

. Guyot of Black & Veatch, the plant designer, will address the

question as it applies to the reactor pedestal. The treatment
~

of vertical motion generated during the course of an earthquake

is one of several important considerations in the design of a

pressure vessel support skirt, and the load is accommodated,

's

in the design. It is noted that the consideration of seismic
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,

loading in skirt design is a routine engineering task ano is
not a new inclusion in the design process.

(,

The design process for the Reactor .ressure Vessel (RPV)

skirt begins when GE selects a design basis envelop of loads.~

These loads and their magnitudes are based on a conservative
.

generic analysis which envelopes all expected soil and seismic
conditions to be experienced at any site location. This

envelope is conservatively established and includes thermal,

deadweight, vertical and horizontal seismic, normal operation

piping reaction, pipe rupture, and live (reactor scram) loads.
GE then provides this set of design loads to the RPV skirt

vendor. The vendor, using the GE design basis envelope, designs

(]i the skirt and performs a stress analysis using the GE envelope

loads. The vendor then provides GE with a stress report

certified to meet the stress limits and analytical methods

of Section III of the ASME Code. This step in the design

process demonstrates compliance with the acceptance criteria
.

of Section III of + he ASME Code.

.

Simultaneously with the GE-RPV skirt vendor interaction,

GE provides the plant designer, on the reactor interface control
document, with the maximum allowable loads at the RPV skirt-to-

pedestal interface.
,

(

" .

ee ,e-e
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The plant designer performs a dynamic analysis for Black

Fox Station which includes horizontal and vertical seismic,

('- LOCA and safety relief valve actuation loads, and verifies

that the maximum allowable loads specified by GE at the skirt-

pedestal interface have not been exceeded. GE is then provided-

a set of dynamic data (response spectra and/or time history)
.

at the base of pedestal. Tnat data is used by GE to perform

an analysis of the NSSS equipment including the skirt to ensure

that the selected design basis envelope has not been exceeded.

GE and the plant designer work together to ensure that

the design basis envelope is satisfied. Certain recently

identified feedback response loads which result from the sup-

pression pool related hydrodynamic events (e.g., LOCA, safety

relief valve actuation) are now also being included in the

design evaluation of the vessel support skirt. The evaluation

of these loads allows GE and the plant designer to confirm the

adequacy of the preliminary skirt design, part of the normal

sequence of events between preliminary and final design as

described above.
.

The conservatisms in the preliminary skirt design are

such that changes to this design from the confirmatory analysis

are not expected. For example, the peak seismic ground accel-
|
'

eration for the design for the skirt was a .3g SSE, whereas

at the Black Fox site this same parameter is only .12g. Further,
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.

the normalized site design response spectra are less than'

those given in Regulatory Guide 1.60, which were used for the

preliminary design. GE has done some preliminary calculations
_

involving the previously mentioned hydrodynamic events. These

calculations were done for a typical BWR 6 Mark III design using
.

the above conservative site parameters. These calculations

demonstrated adequacy of the skirt design.

From the above discussion of the RPV skirt design process,

it is demonstrated that the vertical component of an earthquake

is important and has been e.ccommodated in the design.

k

\

.nn.m... .n _ . .
* ~
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j ?in. GALLO: Itr . Chairnr.n , those uitnce, w are

2 available for Orcss-exanination.
,

3 tis. Ticonimlin- C uld I h ve s no:: cut,

4 fir. Chaiman?
s
i

5 CE^TW1 *N **
\

*

6- " " "* * * }
I
i

7 CROSS-EXPlfIU;TIO:1 !.

;
I

B Y fl3 . ITC O UilE A D * 'g

0 fir. Guyot, on pc.'re l') where yet: huvc nada t:'cg

"
10

* *"0* * ^ * *** '' "
6

|ma if this margin includes in-pha.m bub;;1c oscilla tion ha
-11

,

<

t-the structure? I

A Yes, it does.

G It does? Tnank vou.14 ' .

j
FtS. NGCDlIRAD: I have no further cuactions for15 '

the Applicants' witness.

I
BY ?!R. FA' TRIS :

17 1
8

0 f Ir . Guyo t , on page 20 of your tectimory you
changed the word " skirt" to "fetadation." So ;.a a '

19
-

I
t

sentence now rea?.s: " foundation to pedast:1 incu-fac ." '

20
.

A (Uitness Guyor) Tha chirt no }?edestC J:t nr fe ca .,.

that is the interface. That point ;har?. the M . '. t j e :. n r n n
22

pedesta] is the interfac2. What I ar. cayina is; ; .n ~reviding
23

interface infer ~.ation.
24

i
Tnat I said ins I wac nrotidino i: t.rr .: i

25
i
!
.

ED

.
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I in forma tion. In other words, what happen" at that interface

2 point, the interface point in now at the foenciatien gedesta3.
t

.3 The design rascensibility for the reactor prewcure vnct1
,

4 pedestel is the responsibility or the applicants.
5 Ceneral Electric Conpany, for better representation ,

I-

6 of the entire pedestal vessel structure or coupling of 1

.
7 otructures, has requested that the interface infor.Tation he

8 included or provided at the foundation padestal interface.

O And in addition to tha t, Blacic and V.satch, or

10 the Applicanes provide to G2neral Electric Ccmpanu the

11 mathematical mcdels of the pedestal and tha construction

12 drawings for the pedestal, se that they can ;r.ndal the pedeatal

13 in their pressura vessel medel.

14 0 ?!r. Guyot, dces Black and veatch obtain any data

15 from GE regarding this interface, other than the static

16 1 ading that the reactor pressure vessel will i:r.parc to the
pedestal?g

A18 We received initially for the design the interfcce

yg enveloping data that the pressure vessel van decigned uoon.
'

8 " *# # du " 8 'u " " * ^ U" " U "'* " "20

preliminary design to configure the vescol.

This causas a problem, as I think you are allading

to, in the fact the.t the model -- the static loads arevided23

by General 21ectric Company to size the ptdental :a ro c

include accurately the dynamic feedback or the dy-*.nic

i
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influence of the vessel on the pedestal.
9

To account for this in our pedastal design model,

we include the model of the -- a coupled nodel of the reactor

pressure vessel and the biolocical shield wall in our ps.destal

model.
5

In other vords, ve really have a duplication of-

6

effort here. The General Electric Conpany providen the

physical data and the mathmatical representations of

their models.
5

This model then is included in cur structural
10

model of the pedestal. So than tihen we excite the structural
11

model, the pedestal, we see the actual dynanic influence or
12

the influence of the reactor pressure vessel to the dynamic
13

loads.
14

After the interface data is then provided to GE
15

at the ccmplation of our prelbninary assasement, G3 then
16

does a similar evaluation where the; take their veccel -- a
17

very detailed model of their veccel -- and include then in
18

it the influence of our pedestal.
19

- At that point in time, after they conclete their
20

work, the final loads then are ccmpared agairst .:he preliminary
'

21
design values. So it is a very coraplex interface, but at

22
each point in the design evolution the influence of the other

23
design organizations, components, or structures are ircluded

end 03 24
in each analysis.

25

i
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y Q Mr. Guyot, on a complex interface like this, do
.

2 you foresee any problems or, for that matter, have you had

3 any problems in design verification integration?

A No. The information from General Electric is'
4

5 because of the time the evolution of the reactor vaasel design

*

6 is co.mplete at the time that we start our analycis. so that

we are dealing with a competent and reliable set cf data7

when we begin our design and, accordingly, the interface data8

that we are abic to provide back to General 21ectric Companyg

is mplet based upon our configured vessel, or our configured10

pedestal.
1 :

Q Mr. Gang, I understand from your testintony that GE

will then take the information that Black & Vcatch provides
13

and will perform dynamic analysas of its own?

A [ Witness Gang] Yes.
15

Q Will you, in essence, double-check everf':hing that
16 -

Black & Veatch has done from the foundation-to-pedestal
17

interface on up?
18

A Not necessarily double-check. Our model for the
19

'

pedestal is different than the one that Black & Vaatch uses.
20

We integrate that model of the pedestal with cur reactor'

21

pressure vessel and do an analysis on that basia. There is
22

perhaps some duplica tion Of effort, but die acdels are different,
23

so that our e:< amination considers the pedestal integrated
24

portion of the entire structure sitting ab ne.
25

.
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1 Q Do you conduct dynamic analyses for botn the

2 reactor pressure vessel and the core internals?

3 A Yes.

4 Q And you take into account any idiosyncracies of

5 the plant specific problems, feedback problems?

.

G A Yes. That is the purpose of using the structural

. 7 specific data from the Applicant.

8 MR. FARRIS: No further questions.

9 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Redirect, Fa. . Gallo?

10 MR. GALLO: No redirect.

1; BOARD EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. SHON:

13 O Just one for Mr. Gang:

14 I am confused by the change that Mr. Guyot made

in his testimony moving from the skirt-to-pedastal interface
15

16
to the foundation-to-pedestal interface.

Your testinony, Mr. Gang, also describes data
37

supplied at the skirt-to-pedestal interface.jg

A [Witnesa Gang] Yec.19

20 Q Is that still correct, or should that also ba

moved to the foundation?
21

A It is still correct. Perhaps further a::planation
22

w uld clear that up. Cur responsibility for des?.ga ends at
23

the flange that goes at che top of the pedestal. We specify
24

* ^EE # #* # ^ " * #
25

,
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1 interface of the skirt-to-pedestal. This is for the purpose
.

- 2 of the design and scope split.

3 He then, on loads adequecy program,he vill d2 sign

4 his pedestal using the data that ue have given hin and accure

5 that he has not exceeded the loads at the skirt-to-pedestal

6 interface.-

7 Then in order to examine the adequacy of NSSS
.

8 equipment for feedback response loads frem the structures

parti uler t Black Fox, they will take our leading conditions,9

10 make a set of dynamic data,- either time history or response

spectra, or both, available at the base of the pedastal.g

12 Then for the purpose of losds adequacy assessment

only, we will take thac data at the base et the pedestal andg

model it up through the pedestal through the reactor pressure4

vessel to examine the adequacy of.our equipment.

There is still the shirt-to-pedestal interface
16

for our two companies as the scope of supply exists and for

design conditions.
8

O I see.g
'

Thank you.

,
MR. SHON: That's all.

i
CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Any questions based ca Mr. Shon's j

22 :
i

question?
|
,

MR. GALLO: No questions, Mr. Chairman.

h1R . FARRIS: No questions..

25
I

|
i
.

.
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1 IIS . WOODHEAD: No questions.

2 MR. GELO : Mr. Chairmar, before thesc sitnessec

I.
3 are excuced, during the testi:nony of Mr. Guyc.: onc Mr. Cr.9 -

|

4 on Contention 3, which testir. cay wa.3 elicited on .+b.ur" lJth,!

5 I believe in answer to both questiens by v.c. Shoa rac It .

. ,

6 Farris, the matter was raiscd as v.o whM 2er the iC una rt cr:
{
;

. 7 to be reinforced with some structural beer.c.

8 The question was posed na to wheth*r slme bact:c

9 were geing to be incluned on the UC unita the:nue'.vss, vnd c:o..

10 was going to do it. Was it Blc.ck n Vearch or was it the

General Electric Company.yy

Since that testirony we ha'c2 atecked out the12

infonnation, and if thcro is no ch:;cction. I wcul6 like cc,
13

eli it the answer to that information through furtner direct
14

questions. It is in the nature of suppl.enantal testiracny.
15

1

" * * " P# b 'Y P*# I' "' * '"
!.

'

16
,

Iup tne record in this respect.

of cource, they will he availabic fer cross-g

* * "" * P " 2"* ^

19
.

* Y**' "O** ' *** **" "5 "' ** * " **20 *

HC units and Black & Veaten 1.'ill accume that re:qn.mlbilidy.*

g

CHAIIMAN UOJJE: 1 Jes no objection.
,

!

'!Mr. Farris?
23

IiR. FARP.IG: No ch"ecticc..'

24
i

ClaIFJ'aH WOLFE: As. Ucednuad? !
25 t

.

O

t
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1 MS. WOODEEAD: No objection. -

2 CHAIFRAN WOLFE: Procead.

3 DIRECT EXA74INATION !
i

I

4 Br MR. G. ALLO : !
i

5 Q Mr. Cuvot, were you in the courtroom men :t.
- t

.

6 Gang waa asked with respect to the EC cninc on garjoa 2 a.ic 3 ,
,

.
+

- 7 of his testimony as to whether or not the unite w::re ga.ng

8 to be reinforced with steel beans? |
<

g A {Witnean Guyot] Ye s , I we s . I woula liLo en find ;

i

10 the page. |
t

11 O Yes. Go right ahead. !
i
f
i

12 (Pause.]
i

93 At the bottam ot page 4 ana thu- top of peye 3. i

!
A Yes.74

15 Q The sentence reads, frca Mr. Gang's restfJracny: j
i
!

16 "GE has specified that structural ber:es ce provided >

i

to increace rigidity of the UCU."
'

37

A Corrset.18 ,

4

|

19 Q HCU stands for what? j
i
t

A Hydraulic control unit.20 ;
a

!
!

O Are you avarc of whether or t_ot this p an !
-

,,
~,

accurate statMaent as GE specifiad this?22
:

A Yes.g

24 -
to that ecint in timo, Ia v ; t:17.? iSubsecuant -

#
cith Messrs. Gang and C. J. Foss of ths Black & : :. :car

2a
i

s

.
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-

organization and have determined that GE interface dccument1

2 105D4988 Revisien 2 specifies that the hertms referenced in

3 Mr. Gang's testimony are in the scope of tbc supply of the

4 Applicants, and therefore will be furnished in accordance

5 with the NSSS contract.
.

G Q Ycu described this document as an interface accument

. 7 What does that mean?

8 A An interface document is a Get of documentation

g furnished by General Electric Ccmpany to the Applicant 9,

10 which outlines specific requirements that the MSSS supplier

3; places upon the utility purchasing their system i.: tbo design

12 of the balance-of-plant. *

13 Q Has that document been furnished to Black & veatch?

14 A It has been furnished, reviewed, and just -- I did

15 not have any personal knowledge of it.

16 Q Will Black & Veatch or Public Service of

17 Oklahoma comply with that requirement by including tncre beams
.. ..

to the HCU units?gg

A Yes, they will.19
.

Q H w do you know thnt?20

-

21 I talked with my -- my telephone commur.icctionsA

22 were with the manager of design, and the documens: were

btained from the mechanical engineering section, s.nd '.iiic23

24 type f quipment is furnished through that dicc1plina.

*4 25

__.
.
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1 G Mechanical Engineering Scotion of what organica-

2 tion?

3 A. Black and Veatch.

4 MR. GALLO: I have nothing further. Tiace

5 itnesces are available for cross-examination.
-

6 CHAIRt1AU WCLFE: Ms. Woodhead? '

.
7 Ms. WOODHEAD: No questions.

g CHAIR 51AM WOLFE: Mr. Farris?

g MR. FARRIS: No questions.
{

gg CUAIRMAN WOLFE: All right, tha witn._ssec are

excused.$g

12 D7itness s oncaced .)
r
4

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Ms. Woodhead?
|
f

MS. WOODHEAD: At this tilae , the: Sts"f will
'

g

**"* "#* ""# "" * " * "15 *

Board's Ouestion 5-1,
16 "

Mr. Polk has 'crevioucly been sworn. i>r. Kov.cs has17

not.
18

19
.

20

*

21

22 .

I

|
24 :

:

i25
I

|
|

|
1

.

s
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1 .hereupon,W

2 JOHN KOVACS

3 was called as a witness on behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory

4 Commission Staff and. having been first duly awarn, was

5 examined and testified as follows:

'

6 and

.
7 HAROLD POLK

8 was recalled as a uitness on behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory

9 Commission Staff and, having been previously duly sworn, was

10 examined and testified further as follows:

11 DIRECT EXAMINATION
'

12 BY MS. WOODIIEAD-

13 G Mr. Kovacs, would you give your full name and

14 address for the record, please?

15 A (Witness Kovace) My name is John Kovacs. I reside

16 at 19327 Dunbridge Way in Gaithersburg, Maryland. I am a

37 mechanical engineer with the NRC.

G Mr. Folk, would you give your name, address, and18

19 place of employment?
.

A (Witness Polk) My name is Harold Polk. I reside20

21 at 2103 Summerfield Drive,. Frederick, Maryland. I am a.

22 structural engineer with the Nuclear Regulatory Ccamission.

G Mr. Polk and Mr. Kovacs, did you propire testimony23

24 addressing Board's Question 5-1 for thaca precuadingn'

ness Po es, I d.25

.

\
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:
)

1 A. (Witnesa Kovacs) "as, I did.

2 C. And did icu clao prgare a stats.acnt cf ret"
!

.
!

3 professicna.3 qua . . . .a.ricat:.c a c ,. I
-

J

4

4 A. (Witness Polk) Yes, I did. !
i

A. (Uitness Kovacs) "as.5
,

'

9 I hand you a docr.nant er.d ask nou e :dantic _ . !6
:

4

7 (Handing document to wi'nesser.) tc
_

!

8 Is this the testimonv. "cu prepared .cr thi.7 I
- -

3

*
9 "Y

* "'10

A. (Witness Polk) It is.yy ,
t

t
0 Was this prepared jointly 'tw ho th o f 'rou?

j12
.

A. (Uitness Kovacs) It was. |
13

{
,

A. (Witness Polk) 'fes , it 17as . '
14 l

:

0 Are thero any additions or corractions you wish |15 ;
.

to nake? !
16 '

i
A. (Uitness Kovacs) I have none, i

17 '

A. (Witness Polk) I have no correction 4 .

t

0 Arc these also professional qualil c t;cus th r: |
19 ;

- i
you prifared? !20

i.
i

A. (Witness Pel!.:) Yas. '
.

21

p (Uitness Kovacs) Yes. I
22 !-

:

IMS . WOODIUD.D: Mr. Chairnan, at c'lic paiirc I uove
23 '

that the testinony
24

' of ;ir. 1 ovacs end ' r. F o l?. b 2 incor7t m zd ;

.

I

into the record ac i.5 raarl. I have t ceuanted 20 eJ?ies to
'

-

3 - .

i
!

l

.

%
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1 the reporter for this purpose.

2 IP. . FARRIS: I7o objection.

3 E C' ALLO: '?o obj ectior .

4 CIIAID!AM WOLFE : All right. Sciid testinony wil~.

be incorporated into the record as if read.5

(The document- referred to follown.)-

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19
.

20

21'

.

23

24

*

25

.

%
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(' UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
'

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

'

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF OKLAHOMA )
ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. ) Docket Nos. STN 50-556

- AND WESTERN FARMERS COOPERATIVE, INC. ) STN 50-557
)

(Black Fox Station, Unit Nos.1 and 2 )

TESTIMONY OF

Harold Polk

and

John Kovacs

Board's Question 5-1

My name is Harold Polk. I am employed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

as a Structural Engineer in the Otvision of Systems Safety, Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation. I have been employed in this position since

November 1974. My professional qualifications are attached.

My name is John Kovacs. I am employed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

as a Mechanical Engineer in the Division of Systems Safety, Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation. I have been employed in this position since

July 1974. My professional qualifications are attached..

The purpose of this testimony is to reply to the Board's question 5-1,

which reads as follows:

5-1 Is the treatment of vertical motion in an earthquake of
importance to the design of pressure vessel supports and
pedestals, and, if so, has it been accommodated?

5-1
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The treatment of the vertical motion in an earthquake is important

because it is one of three components of motion which comprise the total

load caused by an earthquake. The other two are horizontal components

,

which are perpendicular to each other. The seismic mathematical model of

the structure and reactor is analyzed for all three of these components .

- The seismic loads derived from each of these components are applied to the

reactor pressure vessel and the supporting pedestal. The design require-

ments for the steel portion of the pedestal are specified in the American

Institute of Steel Construction specification and the concrete portion in

the knerican Concrete Institute Standard 318-71. Both codes are supple-

mented by standard review plan 3.8.4. The design requirements for the

pressure vessel support (skirt and flange) are specified in the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
1

Section III.

The Applicant has committed to design the pedestal to the above criteria

(BFS PSAR Sections 1.10 and 3.8.3.4). General Electric has designed the

skirt and flange portion (GESSAR 238 NSSS Section 5.2.1.4) in accordance

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.

.

O
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k RAROLD E. POLK
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING BRANCH
OlVISION OF SYSTEMS SAFETY

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
.

I am a Structural Engineer in the Structural Engineering Branch,

.
Division of Systems Safety, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
U.S. Nuclear Regualtory Commission, Washington, D.C.. I am

responsible for reviewing safety analysis reports with regard to
structures and seismic analysis for nuclear power plants assigned

to me.

I joined the Division of Systems Safety in November 1974. I have

served as Structural Reviewer for the safety reviews of Hartsville
Nuclear Power Station, Black Fox Station, Arkansas Nuclear One

Unit 2, Yellow Creek Nuclear Plant and New England Power 1 & 2

( p roject. '

I have a Bachelor of Civil Engineering (1958) and graduata study in
Structural Engineering. My 18 years experience includes 2 years
of aircraft stress analysis with the Martin Co., 8 years of struc-
tural analysis and flight performance with the Boeing Co. on the
Minuteman Missile program and the Apollo project which landed the

first men on the moon. I joined the NRC staff after completing over*

4 years of seismic dynamic analysis of nuclear power plants with
the Bechtel Power Corp. of which the last 2 years was a Supervisor
of a seismic analysis group.'

I en currently a member of the American Nuclear Society, ANS2.2/2.10
.

Working Group en Seismic Instrumentation.

J
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS*

JOHN M. KOVACS
,

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0teiISSION-

MECHANICAL ENGINEIRING BRANCH

'

DIVISION OF TECHNICAL REVIE*4

.' I am a Mechanical Engineer, ny primary responsibilities being to review

and evaluate the design criteria for nachanical components, the dynamic

analyses and testing of safety related systems t J components and the criteria

for protection against the dynamic effects associated with postulated failures

of fluid systems for nuclear facilities.

.

( I was graduated from the University of Southern California in 1953 vich a

B.S. degree in Civil Engineering and in 1967 was awarded a M.S. degree in

Applied Mechanics from the California State University at Sacramento.

From 1953 to 1955 I served as an enlisted man in the Army of the

United, States.

I was employed by the Northro'p Corp. , Hawthorne, California * rom 1955 to

- 1956 as a Structures Engineer in the Basic Loads and Design Criteria Group,

my primary responsibilities being to determine airloads and inertia forces

associated with airplane and rocket vehicle dynnMes.

From 1956 to 1958 I was employed by the Zenith Plastic Co., Cardena,

California as a Structures Engineer engaged in the analysis, design,

development and testing of glass reinforced plastic constructions,

principally, radomes for Jlitary and civilian aircraf c.

5-4
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' I was employed by the Aerojet General Corp., Sacramento, California

.

from 1958 to 1968 as a Group Supervisor in Polaris T3M Propulsion System.

|

Development Program. During this period I was responsible for structural'

analysis, design and testing of light-weight natal and glass filanent wound
.

pressure vessels, superheated structural and mechanical components such as

.
rocket nozzles and thrust vector control devices. Additional responsibilities

included development of analytical methods such as application of finite
'

element techniques to the solution of practical engineering analysis and

design problems.

From 1968 to 1969 I was a= ployed as a Senior Research Spesialist by the
,

3oeing Company, Seattle, Washington. While at Boeing, I was responsible
.

,

for development of new graphite fiber technology and its' application to

( practical aircraft structural systems and ce=ponents. *

.

Frca 1969 to 1974 I was employed by the Aerojet General Corp., Sacramento,

California as an Engineering Specialist. Duri=g this period my responsibilities

included structural analysis, design and testing of nuclear vessels, piping,

pumps ,and valves for the NERVA Nuclear Rocket. Additional titsponsibilities

included analysis and design of hull structures, propulsion =achinery,

flexible seals and steering devices for naval surface effects ships and air
.

cushion vehicles.

.

'
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1 MS . WOODIIEI.D : Copies havs 1:een pr3vicn21y carve:.
w

2 to the parties, and the witnesnas are cvailic_'...: ?cr

3 (Iuescioning . I

i
1

4 CLERMAN WOL N ifr. Gal.o? !
-

.l
3 ' i"t . GALLO: No or.3+:tions,'ir. Cha'.ri r.

*

,

'

CIihIRMId W2LFE: Mr. Parris? j6
i

_ 7 CRC S E -E.'' AMINATION
;

I

BY MR. FARRIs: i
8

t.
,-

O Mr. Polk, vou heard Mr. Guyc t ' s ...ic ' ' . Mar.c ' _ i9 -

10 tastimony just now, did yce not?

A. (Witness Polk) Yes, I did.gg

12 Q. Mr. Folk, were vou aware of this ccmr?. 2:- into.rfacinc8
-

i
.

,
design process that goes on between GE and Dlack nad Veatch? l

13

A. The interfacc as it goes on between GE anci che i14

"' "" # "" " " * " "*
15

analysis that Mr. Guyot described I an afare of. It. it c. i
16

3,

Ivery prudeni: way of dcing it.

Here you aware or t o n.tv2.s;_on of reor.c m...,2.ri. _. . . .

18 '
e .2

'

and in some cases the overlapping of responsibilitics in this

process that have been described by :tr. Gang- and ^ !r. Gr.- c+3
oO-

A. Yes.
21 ,

G Mr. Polk, usva you baan prcvided 1, -c h '
2 i

,

iinterface cont.:01 documents that P.r. Gnny~ U.ah : - Guvcc
23 ^

1

!

re ferred to? !

24
I

h. no. !
25 '

t

i

4

$
4

6

6
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1 0 Does the NRC staff monitor this design prccess in
m

2 any way?

3 A. No.

4 MR. FARRIS: No further questions.
1

5 CHAIR!?N WOLFE: Ms. Woodhead redirect?
.

6 NECT 3N'A N

i
7 BY MS. WOODHEAD: I,

8 G !!r. Polk, could you explain how the stnff dcres

g handlo the interface in the pedestal - the revie< of ::hu

interface?10

tA (Witness Polk) The structural enginaecing branch11

12 f which I am a nenber would review the duaign procedurce

13 and the analytical procedures of the pedestal. The model

that was used to determine the loads on the nedestal Nould14

15 include portions of the MSSS system reactor prom ,.tre veanel.

**" " * * d* " " *" "" ""16

are provided in the PSAR and make a judgaont on uo asc ofg

** * " **
18

As far as the actual design of the other side ofg
.

the interface, we would not look at that. Ma ticuld an1s20 ^

. look at the reactor pressure vessel pedestal.
!

O Should Mr. Xovace cc:aplete de explan . ; ion, then?

A. (Witacss Kovacs) Tha mechanicEl eng scring branch

does in fact pav. a creat deci of attentien to iaotrEccey -

problems, because the branch that I work for is concwned_ .

25

.

. , . . . .
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1 with the equipment which is actached to, or 3.2ppgrted ~ y thec

m
2 building structuro.

3 In the review o f the Black Fo:: PS AIi . O. ore wera

4 a number of questions on i.nterface that were sucr:itted to
-

5 the Applicant, and the commitments that we asked for on

interface questions uere re Jonded to catisfectorily, and,- 6

7 we are satisfied with our re riew of the interfacs. p roblema

8 as it pertains to equipment and building interfacas.

0 Thank you.9

MS. WOODHEAD: 17o further questions.
10

CHAIRfiMI WOLFE: Any recrosa?yy

MR. CALLO: I have one question.
12

RECRCSS-EXM'.INATICli

BY MR. GALLO:

,

G Mr. Polk -- or either one of you, for that

matter -- are you aware of an organization within the 'i2C

called the Division of Enforcement and Insnection?
17

*

A (Witness Kovacs) Yes.

A (Witness Polk) Yes.
19'

G Do you know whether or not hey conduct design

,
review surveillances, or inspections fer CP applice.nte and

licensees that hold construction permits?
22

L (Witness Kovacs) I am aware that tha'/ do conduct

inspections during construccion.
24

0 Are you aware of whether or not naay .caduct
25

p
!
.
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1 inspections prior to the issuance of a construction permit?

2 A I am not aware of that portion of it, mycelf.

3 G But after the issuance of construction permita,

4 can you explain a little bit, if you know, what kinds of

5 inspections they might conduct with recpect to design review?
.

6 A They do generally have inspectors that go from

7 the regional offices to the construction site, and they do.

8 make the kind of examinations I think that you era referring

9, to.

10 They do check out the standards to which the

11 Applicant has committed to perform his construction.

12 G Might that include tha kind of interfnce design

13 that we are talking about with respect to the rcector pedestal

14 and the reactor skirt?

A I have never worked in the office of Inspection15

16 and Enforcement. I think you are getting a little bit out

of the realm of my knowledge of what the ISE office does.37

G Mr. Polk, do you know?18

A (Witness Polk) No.19
- end #5

20

'

21

22

23

24

25

|
t
.
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1 MR. GALLO: I have no further questiona, Mr.

2 Chairman *.

3 BY MR. FARRIS:

4 2 Mr. Kovacs, don't you think it would be helpful in

5 the Staff's ongoing review of inspections to have copies of

.6 the GE-Slack & Vectch interface control decunents?
-

!
7 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. This witness has no

8 authority to sp2ak for the Office cf Inspectica eId Enforcenent.

9 MR. FARRIS: I thought the witnesc testifiad that

10 they have an ongoing review of the design procc:an.

MS. WOODHEAD: Wacn't your question addressed to99

the -- .

12

S: sa d review and inspece. ions. By13

inspections I neant review.g

M. 00 D: I wM. draw the cMecdon.15

OVACS: Would you repeat t.he qmdon again,16

please.

BY MR. FARRIS:

gg Don't you think it would be helpful, Mr. Kovacs,Q

*

for de MaH to have cophs cE kse h'& ace c&ol docmntgn

between CE and Black & Veatch as part of your d a ign revieu?,

A [ Witness Kovacs] I think that kind of dccument$tien

would be handled b7 the GA .c. aople in the Office of ITeclear-

Reactor Regulation.

O Without having access to those doceaaents, Mr. Kovacs,

.

.
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1 how do you know to whom you should addreae your questions

2 regarding the design interface?
j
;

3 A In the reviou that hac ::een conducttd all chs )
,

i

4 interfaca problers have been addressad,'ce fecl. A t locu .

5 I feel, in the pcrtion of the review I conducted, all .of tin
,

i
~

interfaca questicas that we asked were reepended to ::dequc :. 21y)6

. 7 Q Mr. Polk, do you think it would hr.ve cecn helpful

a in your review to have access to the interface control documanc.::?

g A [ Witness Polk] Since the dancmic anal *uis includad;
i

10 portions of the other person's responsibility by the analysis

11 itself, it has incorporated the effect of the other person's

12 equipment forestructura in this case. The interface control

13 rawing w uld not assist me in assassing the validity cf their

14 analysis, no.

15 Q Isn't tha validity of the analysic dependant upon

the procedures that vere followed?
16

j7 The interface control drawing wouldn't cr.oll OutA

procedures to be followed.
18

MR. FARRIS: 11 further questicus.19
.

'

20 CHAIPJIAN WOLFE: Redircct, Ms. Woodhead?

-

21 '
No questions.MS. ilCCLHEAD:

CHAIRMAN WC_FZ: Tha Board has no nuestions. Cha22 4

!
witnesses are excused. '

2s, i
!
i
if, Panel e::cu ed . ]24

CHAIRMAN i;OI.FB: .in . Ilocdhead'.'

!.
=
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!
1 MS. UOODIIEAD: Yee. !

.

2 CEIF14AN WOLPE: You hcVe more destiacIy, do you.

'3 on the schedule?
,

i
t 4 MS. WOCDIIEAD: Yes, Iir. Cnairman, I bn te7; ;hs '

5 next contention scheduled in that concarning L?CI and M.iA. ,

i

S Is that correct? Am I ccrrect the Applicanb nata tw tea aimony

. 7 to present cn this?
i

S MR. CALLO: It is my understanding th;.. he 2 ;u.:. f
9 has additional testimony on these two subjects.

10 MS. MCOOHEAD: Could we have a short-recess?

11 CHAIRICdi WOLFE: Yas.

12 [ Recess.]

13 MR. DAVIS: Sh. Chitirma.n, I would like 2.o : call
,

14 Mr. Ronald I. Frcha to the stand, and call Mr. Wayne t!odges

15 to the stand, to testify at to ?.7o Locp Test Appe.ratus, TLTA,

16 and LPCI diversion, LFCI, lor precaurs ceolcnt injaction.
.

This is new informc. tion which the Sraff discovered37

jg since the premulgation oi the SER and SER supplonent. Tha

.

jg purpose of this testimony will be to e:cplain the effecta en

20 Contention and Board Quastions No. 2. i

*

21 Mr. Prahm has been previously sworn, nad .!.. iic dg.i.s i

hasn't.22

23

24

25
I
?

I
,

a
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1 Whereupen,

2 RONALD K. FPAHM

3 was recalled as a uitness on behalf of the Regulatory Staff

4 and, having been previously duly sworn, was examined and(
5 testified further es follows; and

.

6 Whereupon,

7 UAYNE HODGES.

f
8 was called as a witness on behalf of the Regulatory Staff

9 and, having been first duly aworn, was examined anc testified

10 as follows:

11 MR. DAVIS: I hand ycu copieu of the docentent

12 entitled "Marvin W. Hodges Professional Qualifications" to the

13 Beard.

14 DIRECT EYRIINATION

15 BY MR. DAVIS:

16 0 Mr. Hodges, would.you state your name. addraec,

17 and were you are empicyed?
.

18 A [ Witness Hodges) My name is Wayne Hodges. I live

19 at 523 College Parl;way in Rockville, Maryland. I am employed

20 as a reactor engineer with the Nucluer Reguintory Commiscica.

21 Q Mr. Hodges, I have previcusly handed you a ilocumant*

22 entitled " Testimony of Wayne Hodges On Two Loop Test

23 Apparatus." Do you recognize this document?

A Yes, I do.24

Q Wes this the document that you prepared for this25

|
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1 proceeding?

2 A Yes, it is.

3 Q Do you have any additions or corrections to this

( 4 document?

5 A No, I do not.
.

6 Q Are the matters and informabion contained in that

7 document true and cccurate, to the best of your knowledge? And-

I8 do you accept them as your testimony in this proceeding?
|

9 A Yes.

10 Q Mr. Hodges , I just distributed copieJ of a document

11 entitled "Marvin W. Hodges Professional Qualifications" to the

12 Board. The parties have previously received a copy of this

13 document.

14 I ask you, do you have any auditions or corrections

15 to your professional qualifications?

16 A ho.

17 Q Are they true and accurate, to the beat of your

18 knowledge?

gg A Yes, they are.

20 Q Mr. Frahm, I have previously handed you a copy of

^

21 the supplemental - a document entitled "Supplena.9 tr.1 '%stimony

22 of Ronald K. Franm on Board Question 2-3."

23 1 csk you, are there any additicas or -rtrectio:iu

24 to this testimony?

A [ Witness Frahm] No, there are not.25
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1 Q Was it prepared by you for testimony in this case?,

- 2 A Yes, it was.

3 0 Ic it true and accurate, to the best of your

4 knowledge?,

5 A Yes, it is.
.

6 Q Do you accept it as your testimony in this case?

7 A I do..

8 MR. DAVIS: Copies of Mr. Frahm's professional

9 qualificationc sheet have been previously submittsd in his

10 ECCS testimony.

11 Mr. Chairman, I would asl: that the testimony of

12 Wayne Hodges, his professional qualifications, and the

13 supplemental testimony of Ronald K. Frahm, be admitted into

14 evidence and bound into the record as if read.

15 20 copics of each document have been furnished to

16 the court reporter.

17 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Any objection?

18 MR. GALLO: No objection.

19 MR. FARRIS : No objection.
.

20 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Said documents will be incorporated

21 into the record as if read.
*

22 [The documents follow:]

e6 23

24

25
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MARVIN W. H0DGES

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

ANALYSIS BRANCH

DIVISION OF SYSTEMS SAFETY.

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCdMISSION

I am employed as a Principal Reactor Engineer in the Reactor Analysis
'

Section in the Analysis Branch of DSS.

I graduated from Auburn University with a Mechanical Engineering degree
in 1965. I received a Master of Science degree'in Mechanical Engineering
from Auburn University in 1967.

In my present work assignment at the NRC, I serve as principal reviewer
in the area of the thermal-hydraulic performance of the reactor core.
In addition, I am the NRR representative on the review group for the
BWR Blowdown / Emergency Core Cooling Program and I have served as
consultant to the RES representative to the program management group
for that program. I also participate in the review of analytical
models used in the licensing evaluation of the core thermal-hydraulic
behavior under various operating and postulated accident transient
conditions. The latter assignment includes technical review of
Emergency Core Cooling Systems evaluation models.,

Prior to joining the NRC staff in March,1974, I was employed by
E.I. DuPont at the Savannah River Laboratory as a research engineer.
At SRL, I conducted hydraulic and heat transfer testing to support
operation of the reactors at Savannah River Plant. I also performed
safety limit calculations and participated in development of analytical
models for use in transient analyses at Savannah River. My tenure at SRL
was from June 1967 to March 1974.

From September 1965 to June 1967, while in graduate school, I taught
courses in thermodynamics, statics, mechanical engineering measurements,
computer programming and assisted in a course in the history of engineering.,

During the summer of 1966, I worked at Savannah River Laboratory doing
hydraulic testing.

.

e w=w--
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

.

In the Matter of )
)

- PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF OKLAHOMA )
ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC., ) Docket Nos. STN 50-556
AND WESTERN FARMERS ELECTRIC ) STN 50-557
COOPERATIVE, INC. )

)
(Black Fox Station, Units 1 and 2) )

e

Testimony of Wayne Hodges

on Two Lcop Test Apparatus

(TLTA) Board Notification and Its Effect on

Board Questions 2-2 and 2-3

.
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Testimony of

Wayne Hodges

INTRODUCTION

- This supplemental testimony is a follow-up to the staff's Board notification

of the existence of new test results obtained from General Electric's Two
-

Loop Test Apparatus tests (TLTA) as part of the Blowdown / Emergency Core

Cooling Program being conducted in San Jose, California. The test results

were pic ided to the NRC by inclusion in the September 1978 monthly report

issued by General Electric. Discussions with General Electric took place

on October 10, 1978, and the staff's preliminary view of this information

was presented to the Licensing Board and parties at the Black Fox Station

Safety Hearings on October 20, 1978 in the form of the October 17, 1978

memorandum for D.B. Vassallo, Assistant Director for Light Water Reactors,

DPM, from Frank Schroeder, Acting Assistant Director for Reactor Safety,

055, TR 6305. The first purpose of this testimony is to present the staff's

view that the preliminary analysis of the TLTA test results indicate a need

to investigate further a portion of General Electric's ECCS evaluation model.

If further analysis indicates that a part of the model is inadequate, GE will

be requested to revise the model in a timely manner, r:cwever, the staff

- believes that sufficient margin exists in the present Black Fox ECCS calcu-

lations to assure that the Black Fox design is sufficiently conservative as

proposed so that no hardware changes are required. It is the staff judgement

that the continued use of the GE ECCS evaluation model is appropriate and is

in accordance with the general requirements of Appendix K. The staff believes,

however, that following completion of the TLTA test results review, changes to

certain portions of the GE model may be necessary.
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The second purpose of this testimony is to explain the bearing of these

data on the Core Spray Distribution tests, under TAP-16, mentioned in

connection with Board Question 2-3.

'

The Blowdown / Emergency Core Cooling (80/ECC) program is a cooperative

.

experimental research program jointly funded by the Electric Power

Research Institute (EPRI), General Electric (GE) and the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC). Tests are conducted by GE under this

program in the Two Loop Test Apparatus (TLTA) in San Jose, California.

The purposes of the program are:

1. Obtain and evaluate basic BD/ECC data from test system configurations

which have calculated performance characteristics similar to a BWR

with 8 x 8 fuel bundles during a hypothetical LOCA.

2. Determine the degree to which models for BWR system and fuel bundles

describe the observed phenomena, and as necessary, develop improved

models which are generally useful in improved LOCA analysis methods.

The TLTA configuration u:cd for the BD/ECC is scaled to a BWR/6 design

(624 bundles) and includes the following major components: (1) pressure

vessel and internals, (2) an 8 x 8 electrically heated bundle, (3) two

. recirculationloops,(4) ECC systems (HPCS, LPCS, LPCI), (5) Automatic

Depressurization System, and (6) Auxiliary Systems.
.

During August of 1978, test * umber 6405 was conducted; the test had an

average power bundle (5.05MW) with low ECC injection flow. Results of

the test were compared with those from test 6007 which had the same

initial conditions, but no ECC injection. The comparison was presented
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in the mo'nthly report issued in September,1978 and in a program manage-

ment group meeting on September 21, and 22,1978. The comparison showed

that the system depressurized more slowly with ECC injection than without
.

ECC injection. Since the slower depressurization with ECC injection was

,
contrary to intuitive expectations, GE was requested to discuss the test

results and implications with the NRC. This discussion took place on

October 10, 1978. Subsequently, tests 6406 and 6414 with average and high

bundle power respectively and with average and low ECCS flow respectively,

have also been run. These tests are consistent with the earlier test.

The overall results of the tests, when compared with the results of tests

conducted without ECC injectica. clearly indicated the benefits of ECC

injection. Dryout was definitely delayed for most bundle elevations and

maximum cladding temperature was lower with ECC injection than without

injection. The tests also indicated higher heat transfer rates than those

used in licensing calculations.

The test result which led to staff concerns about the conservatism of the

GE ECCS ovaluation model is the slower cepressurization rate for the test

with ECC injection. Since no pre-test calculations were performed by GE,
.

as part of the program to predict test behavior, a direct comparison between

the test results and those that would be predicted by the GE evaluation model.

is not yet available. Post-test calculations performed for NRC with RELAP-4

at INEL (1) do predict a slower depressurization rate with ECCS injection but

not to the extent observed in the test. The RELAP-4 calculation shows more

ECCS flow penetration into the core than is shown by the data, consequently,

the calculation gives significantly icwer cladding temperatures than were
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measured in the tests. The increased ECCS ficw penetration in the RELAP-4

calculation could be partially attributable to the slip flow model used for

the calculation and is not necessarily consistent with results that would be

obtained from calculations with the GE evaluation model..

Preliminary calculations performed by the staff ano similar calculations
,

performed by GE suggest that the slower depressurization is due to larger

vacor generation " tith ECC injection than without ECC injection. The staff

calculation indicates that the vapor generation significantly exceeds that

predicted from either the GE proprietary vaporization correlation used to

calculate counter current flow limiting (CCFL) conditions by the REFLOOD

code or by the average core heat transfer model in SAFE. SAFE and REFLOOD

are part of the aprroved ECCS evaluation model.

The energy required to increase the rate of vapor generation could come

from the heated core, from the stored energy in the structural elements

of the lower plenum :' from other structural parts of the TLTA. The infor-

mation presently available to distinguish between these sources of vapor

generation is not conclusive. The observed water accumulation in the core,

however, represents a potential source for higher core steam generation. If

- the extra steam is generated in the core, then the vaporization correlation

and the SAFE heat transfer model predict too litcle vapor generation which
.

could mean that nonconservative assumptions have been made about actuation,

of the LPCI and CCFL breakdown in LOCA analyses. On the other hand, TLTA

has a larger surface to volume ratio than a BWR and this could lead to a

greater steam generation in TLTA than if the surface to volume ratio were

the same. If a large portion of the extra steam is generated in the structure,
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then the test results are atypical of a SWR and do not have unfavorable

implications on the currently approved licensing models REFLOOD and SAFE.

The NRC will require that these factors be considered in the evaluation
'

of the test data.

Although TLTA tests clearly show that the core spray has the beneficial-

effect of reducing cladding temperature, the test results have both

favorable and unfavorable interpretations with respect to the conservatism

of the evaluation model. Favorable results include higher heat transfer

than used in licensing calculations for high power bundles (even without

ECC injection). Unfavorable results include the possibility of greater

steam generation within the bundle than would be predicted by correlations

in either SAFE or REFLOOD due to increased heat transfer in the average

power bundles. This could result in delayed initiation of LPCI, LPCS,

and result in later reflood.

The vapor generation and counter current flow limiting (CCFL) models in

the GE evaluation model are very simple. Because of their simplicity,

teveral physical phenomena such as heat transfer from the fuel rods to

the channel box by thermal radiation, condensation of vapor on the walls
.

of the channel box and vapor generation from sources outside the fuel

bundles are ignored in the present model. It is our judgement that the,

inclusion in the evaluation model of the cumulative effects of these pnenomena,

coupled with the higher heat transfer observed in TLTA, would result in a ceak

cladding temperature no hi her than presently calculated. The staff believes

that sufficient margin exists in the approved GE evaluation model to assure

a conservative evaluation of the ECCS design performance even if the modei
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does fail to predict accurately the vapor generation in the core. Thus,

the Black Fox ECCS design is sufficiently conservative as proposed to

assure that no hardware changes are required in the proposed Black Fox,

ECCS system.

.

However, we will require that staff concerns about the vapor generation

and CCFL models be resolved in a timely manner (well ahead of the Black

Fox operation application). Toward this end, the following steps are being

taken:

1. The test data are to be analyzed by the test group at GE to verify

the data and to identify the various sources of steam in the test.

This effort is now in progress and partial results have already been

submitted to the NRC.

2. GE is required to perform calculations with the ECCS evaluation model

to test its essential features against the available experimental data

for tests with and without ECC injection. This will check the capability

of the evaluation model to predict the observed phenomenon. Initial

results from these calculations are scheduled for June,1979. If the

.

results of these calculations suggest the need for model improvements,

then these improvements will be required by the NRC but will be considered

in conjunction with other mcdel imorovements requested by GE..

Documentation providing GE's arguments that the ECCS evaluatien model remains

conservative is given in the January 30, 1979 letter and attachments to

Robert L. Tedesco from E.P. Stroupe (letter no. MFN-022-79). Some of the

information in this letter, and previously discussed in meetings with GE,
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has been used in the justification of continued use of tne GE evaluation

model; however, this does not constitute acceptance of all of the GE

arguments in the letter.

.

In regard to the TLTA relevance to core spray distribution (Board Question

2-3), the impact on the spray tests is minimal because the present strategy.

is to vary steam ficw rate up to a rate sufficient to cause flooding at the

top of the bundle. The Lynn facility is designed so that more steam than

is expected for a scaled reactor, even considering the results from TLTA,

will be injected for some tests.

The question of separability of thermal and hydraulic effects on spray

distribution is not affected by concerns on the rate of vapor generation

within the bundle. The separability question deals with the heat transfer

to spray water as it emerges from the nozzles above the periphery of the care.

Regardless of whether or not the bundle vapor generation model is correct,

sufficient steam is available to heat up the water droplets near the spray

nozzles as claimed by GE.

In regard to the TLTA relevance to model errors (Board Question 2-2), TLTA

indicates four potential model deficiencies; namely, the water level calcu-

lation in REFLOOD, the vaporization correlation in REFL000, the water level

calculation in SAFE and the heat transfer calculation in SAFE. These potential
'

deficiencies will have to be corrected in a timely manner if they prove to be

non-conservative.

Counter-current-flow-limiting (CCFL ) effects to delay core spray flow penetration

into the lower plenum were not discussed during the 1972 ECCS hearings and
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Appendix K to 10 CFR 50 has no specific requirements with respect to CCFL.

The GE model was reviewed in 1974 under the general requirement of para-

graph I.D.6. that "Following the blowdcwn period, convective heat transfer

- shall be calculated using coefficients based on appropriate experimental

data...". The recent TLTA tests indicate phenomena; improved heat transfer
'

rate, water retention in the bundle, and increased steaming rate which have

the potential to benefit the heat transfer parts of the model as well as

adversely effecting the reflood/ refill portion of the model. Both of these

effects derive from the same aspects of the test; that is, a heat transfer

rate for spray cooling greater than that used in the calculations. It is

the staff judgement that cur present evaluation of the TLTA test results

discussed above which involves the complexity of the CCFL phenomenon and

the observed test results, supports the coi:c.lusion that the continued use'

of the GE ECCS evaluation model is appropriate and is in accordance with the

general requirements of Appendix K. The staff believes however, tn.

following completion of the TLTA test results review changes to certain

portions of the GE model may be necessary.

.

D
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
'

In the Matter of )
)

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF ) Docket Nos. STN 50-556
OKLAHOMA ASSOCIATED ) STN 50-557
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC., )
AND WESTERN FARMERS ELECTRIC )
COOPERATIVE )

)
(Black Fox Station, Units 1 and 2) )

e
SUPPLEMENTAL TESTIMONY OF RONALD K. FRAHM

ON BOARD QUESTION 2-3
.

I am the sponsor of the attached document entitled " Supplemental

Testimony of Ronald Frahm on Board Question 2-3." and believe it to

be accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief. This attschment

is an additional response to the question 2-3 noted in the " Order

Ruling on Motions for Summary Disposition," by the Atomic Safety and

Licensing Board, dated September 8, 1978.

.

Ronald K. Frahm
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Supplemental Testimony of
Ronald Frahm on Board Question 2-3

.

The Supplemental Testimony of Brian Sheron and Ronald Frahm, in resconse to
Board Question 2-3, indicated that calculations submitted on the Allens
Creek docket show a peak cladding temperature (PCT) higher than those
submitted on the GESSAR docket referenced by Black Fox Station (BFS).'

We further stated that we would update our review after requesting addi-
- tional information from the applicant. The applicant responded to staff

inquiries by letter dated November 7,1978 and December 18, 1978.

Automatic diversion of low pressure coolant injection flow to containment
spray has been provided in response to a staff requirement to assure
containment integrity for potential steam flow bypass of the suopression
pool. The applicant has stated that this flow diversiun will occur only
if a high containment pressure (>9 pounds per square inch gauge) signal
is present after 10 minutes. General Electric has indicated that suffi-
cient steam bypass to cause such a containment pressure will not occur
after any small break for which the core may not be reflooded prior to
10 minutes. For larger breaks, the core will be reflooded prior to the
10-minute low pressure coolant injection diversion, thereby assuring
adequate core cooling at the time of diversion.

The applicant performed single failure, break size, and break location
sensitivity studies to determine the worst break size, location, and
single failure combination. The worst break size (0.02 square foot) is
that break size which allows low pressure injection flow into the vessel

- starting at the time of diversion. Smaller breaks have a lower peak cladding
temperature (PCT) because: (1) the core is uncovered for a shorter time
period since less mass is lost through the break during the blowdown until-

low pressure coolant injection operates; and (2) the decay heat is lower
at the time of core uncovery. Larger breaks will obtain some benefit from
the low pressure coolant injection flow to the vessel before diversion,
thereby yielding lower peak cladding temperature than the worst 0.02 square

foot break.
.
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The sensitivity studies showed that the worst case break location and
single failure to be the high pressure core spray (HPCS) line break
with an assumed low pressure core spray-low pressure coolant injection
diesel generator (LPCS 0/G) failure. The conservative assumption is
made that no flow enters the vessel through the broken high pressure

'

core spray line, and that the two low pressure coolant injection pumps
are diverted to the containment spray mode at 10 minutes, even though no

- diversion would occur since the containment (wetwell) pressure is expected
to be below 9 pounds per square inch gauge.

The calculation submitted assumed the worst single failure (LPCS D/G)
,

combined with additional failure of one automatic depressurization system
(ADS) valve to open (not required by Appendix K), yielding a peak
cladding temperature of 2085 degrees Fahrenheit. This value meets the
limit of 2200 degrees Fahrenheit as specified by Section 50.46 of 10 CFR 50.
The maximum amount of hydrogen generated is calculated to be 0.17 percent
of the total metal in the cladding, which meets the allowable limit of 1
percent. The total oxidation calculated is less than 2 percent of the
total cladding thickness, before oxidation, which meets the allowable
oxidation limit of 17 percent.

The staff concludes that the analysis is acceptable for use in the
evaluation of emergency core cooling system performance to show that
the requirements of Section 50.46 of 10 CFR 50 are met for the Black
Fox Station construction pemit. The design details of the automatic
low pressure coolant injection diversion system will be reviewed during

' the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). The aoplicant has confirmed
that no operator action is required prior to 20 minutes following a
loss-of-coolant accident.-
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1 BY ?l?. . DAVIS: I
s .

2 G Gentle:nen. to put this msbuer ..nf.c m c s.ct?.ve j
i

3 I would like you to give a description brie:31-- f w t. ::
1
i''

4 your duties are at Eu MAC and hc1 chay :ci . c to et i .-: u T r z
'

l.
5 you are testifying to here tede;? I

.

6 A. (Mitnous Trnhw.) 1 en n :eactar enci;.:cr c': the :
t
4

:
. 7 Nuclear Regulatory Cormission, and ny princip21 6.eciea ar:r j

l8 to review the ECCS syst:r.s e: incips.llyr Black Tn: Station. j
!

g G Hava you done the :?CCS analyc'... revir' for T31cci: |
k

10 Fox?
{

jj A. Yes, I have.

12 G And Mr. Ece.Tes , would you a.:a : 3 ycrr Sc :ies a A
,
.

I

13 how they relata to this hearing?

i Witness Hodges) I na tha principcl rvelever /_n i14

15 the area of thernal hydraulics in the 2.nalvaic Orn:nch of tn2-

16 Nuclear Regulatory cot =11ssion.

*

37 Specifically in regard to :c.y costinony, I ac: es
t
i

yg a consultant to the Program Managenenc Gr oup which romagec '

19 the bloudown heat transfer test procrom fecility, which is
- -

.

known a2 TLTA ?.co Loop Test Apparacus . |20
;

- .

21 I provide te hnical advica to .:n icP.C ree:O s e nt :?.ar
1

22 m the Divisien of Research, who is cas mmbw -'':a |:

Management Grcup. In this cma rit f r I 3.lse) : c u '.J O23 .'
,
'

t

24 trac % of the Q.ve10pmenta in hc prcgr=- cad cry c: 1.n car pr . : 1
-

.

#

2o how thev relate to licensing matterc. !-

i
i
i *

d

.
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y G And are you a specific reviewer for the 31cck

m
Fox Station?2

3 I w uld have the responsibility of reviewing :haA

thermal hydraulics section, which is a 2airly ont.ll section4,,

' " " " ** *"*' * "''"#*S '

nalysis. So it was all dcne by raforance to th: GESSAR.

6

analysis frcm the department I review.
.

7

8 * Y*" "' " " " **' * " "

A Yes.
,

MR. DAVIS: Mr. Che.irman, the two uitnesssa are

available for cross-examination by the Board and parties.

CHAIRMAN isOLFE: Mr. Gallo?
12

CROSS-EXAMINATION
13

BY MR. GALLO:
14

G Mr. Hodges, have ycu participated in the review of

the GE Evaluation Model for ECCS?
16

L (Ifitness Hodges) I did not review the redal that
17

was developed -- I think development ws.s completed in '74.
18

I am reviewing some subsequent changes that GE has proposed.
19

'

O Are you familiar with the model? '

20

A Generally, yes.
*

21

G Isas that nodel been approvad by the NLC staff?
22

1 I don't believe that thera has been an official'

23
approval letter sent to General Electric. I t' has been

24

accepted on individual plant analyses.
25

- -
g

i
i
.

4

I
II !
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1 G In your work as a reviewer of ECCS Svaluation
.

N

2 Models, do you use any criteria or guidelines as a 3cais for

3 your review? +

l
:

4 A You mean review of the medal itcelf? |-

!

h5 % Yes.

I~

6 A Yea, we obviously hava certain qui.ialinas and
|

. 7 criteria.

8 G Can you tell me what they are in harme of whors

9 they might be found?

A The criteria for the model cre spelled cut in10

gg Appendix K for certain portions of the model. Thatr.cdel has

12 to satisfy very cpecific require: cento.

13 As an examplo, the Appandix K states that during

14 the spray cooling pericd, the heat transfer ccefficient

15 shall be -- not "shall be," -- may be. It gives an acceptabla

value for a heat transfer coafficient. There are other i16

parts of the evaluation model which are not specifically
17

iSp lled ut as having to satisfy this very specific recuiremenq,18

but they generally have to satisfy the recuirements aa beingjg
.

either conservative or best-estimates, as comparce to20

experimental data.-

21

0 Y u mentioncd Appandix X. Can you c1crify that22

reference, ples.se?

i This is Appendi:: K to 10 CFn -- it ie Parr 30.g

10 CFR Part 50.

i
.
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1 O Is it Section 50.46?
_

2 A No, cir, it is not. The criteria you are talking

about, 50.46, refer to the values that -- the criteria to3

be met during an analysis. As an example, the peak cladding4

5 temperature of 2200, or an oxidation level of 17 percent.

6 But those are numbers that ccme out of the analya:'.s and cra-

not c ateria on the model itself.7
.

0 So it 10 my understanding that the ruouirements8

re un nSc n 50.46? Is Gar correcM9

A.
10 The requirements that the analysis muut satisfy

once it is done with an approved model, yes.9,

0 And the criteria themselves for the model is12

f und in Appendix K to Part 50? Is that correct?
13

A There are some specific requircments, and there

" 9"*## #" ***" * " 'EE*" ' # Y***15

^# * Y" ** " ^EE "16

A Yes, I am.

" " "
18

familiar with those, too?

*

A Yes, I am.

G Do you review those in the ordinary course of
,

your work as a reviewer of ECCS medula?
22

A The 50.46 numbers would not be revi wen in the
23

prccesc of reviewing a model hocause they cpply u the

analysis done with an approved medel.

1
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I The requirements in Appendix K would be reviewed,

2 yes.

3 0 I see. Thank you.

4 !! ave you acquainted yourself with respect to the'

_/
5 test results -- and I will use the term "TLTA test

.

6 results" -- that you referred to in your bestinony?

.end #7 7 A Yes, I have.

8

9

10 ;

i

11

12

13

14

15

16
-

17

18

19
..

20

.

21

.

22'

'

23

24

25

|
t
*

0 , .
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1 Q Do you have a judgment with respect to the
,

2 acceptability of the GE icodel under Appendix X, given the

3 test results that you nave just referred t.o?

(' 4 A Yes.

5 0 Can you tell me what that judgment is?
.

6 A It is my judgment that the nadel is in conformance

7 with Appendix K.
.

8 Q Mr. Hodges, I believe you referced to E3 LAP-4 in

9 your testimony.

10 A Yes.

11 0 That is all caps, R-E-L-A-? dash d.

12 Is that a computer code models

13 A That is a ccmputer coda aodal that is uced by

14 Staff consultants at INEL, Idaho-Naclear or National-Engineering

15 Laboratory, to assist the Staff in analysis of ECCS.-

16 Q Can ycu tell me whether or not chat model has been

37 qualified and approved by the Staff endel Appendix K?

18 A No, it has not.

jg MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, I have no further
.

20 questions of this Wiiness.

21 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Farris?'

22 BY Jf1R. FARRIS:

23 0 You indicate on the first page of you:. cestinony that

if24 a farther analysis indicatea part cf the GE iodel is in-

25 adequate, GE will be requented to revise the mo'i!. in a

i
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i
1 timely manner. ;

I.
9

2 A (Witneca Hed:fas] Yee, sir.

;

3 0 When is th::: it. test do ce you ucur.d con 31.' ": ': L ;

i

(~ 4 within a timely manner as far ac 31cck Fox 5tatica in Ocnz n LJt
s

I5 A The timely ca..ner in thi.: cuca Jouid be wall t icro
. ,

,

6 the submittal of App.'.icatio.u Cer an r.pe.r:.ing 110: r.e c.y
.

7 Black Fox. The timely menncr would b2 en tha or'.hr of a _ x.r I
.

i.

8 or less. |
.
2

I
g Q Befcre the operating licenco? j

.
9

'
10 A No. FrcTL today.

g3 Q From today?

32 The next sentonce you ind:.cated that '-licve hat !-:
:
i
'

13 a sufficient n.t.rgin exisnu in the p esent UCCS nc .el It chii

'

14 point, that no hardware changan uculd be raquirce : n any

15 ovent.

.

A That la correct. j16 .
.

Q Can you quanti.fy that margin for me? Ij7
f.

I !'We can quanti y rargins that er.ist dua do thelA; 18
,

I
number of the conservatisms that ha''a hee.n discutae.1 with! jg

- ,
a

20 General Electric Ccmpany, and have bann uttmittr w tha :s.u; j
:
I

-

21 in a letter frcn the Co.noral r..Mctric Ccrpenv. I-
,

_

IWo do net have a number ihnt chare.ctedu.c che
i 22

,

I .

overall conser ratica of 21~. of these narta.' '
23 -

t

Q Coull you give me We app o. :ound o2 ';h : a :: :J. u24 .

.

. .
I i
i temperature,for encnpin, th:it micht result if tl- . cod':1 ':ro"en j

~5'' -

l

i
e

6
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.

1 unsatisfactory within 'che nnrgins you have indica.:s'! you '

) 2 have concerns about?

3 A Yes. Thart. Was an E.nalycis per.'c. cmc.i 'ay Gonar l.

4 Electric Company at the requoct of c.he WRC in whi.:h r. hey-

5 assumed that the plant never r:_flecde d-. Th:'only cooling .

. ,

6 that was available for the fuel bundle .m .s frc.5 :.u ecre i
I

!
7 apray, and this analysis showed thac for a p?*o" i> Slaca I

'
.

8 Fox, a BWR-6, a maximum ir.ereasa en the cr@.r ol . 50 dsgrs 3,

g that is accuming never reflocding.

10 If the comparison cf the GE :r.cdel vita :he TLE
,

I

3 data were to show a deficiency that wc have been 's9 acting,..

12 then most liksly the dolay vould be on the orf.sr 0: 10 .. .cor c 3. ;
e
f

13 The dela.y in the reflood frcm 'that i2 prees:ntly calc'ila:ac. i
i

i

I
*

14 So the incrcase due to the -- if ycu wr.nc to call

15 it the bad parts cf what wo are seeing fron. the TV 2. results
|

16 u uld be much less than the 259 degrees.
|
.

,

We have discussed the conservatisr.s frcn the heatg7

18 transfer components, as an example and the benefit th w |
'

gg could be obtalacd frem giving credit fer heat tmiu:-iar
.

20 observsd in the TLTA or frcm including nore detr.:.bA nede.a;

tf r ersmpl radiation to the channel be:4 radiatica co t. e |
-

21 ,
,

.
Ichannel bon vall, which surrounds tha Enel bunha.22 :
1

Thect benefits arc on the n3er of tu: cr :hraa23

hundred degreca. i,,~4
.
1

Q Whan do you e:tpect the TLTA tut to m cow.ec_a,25 i
i

!
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1
Kr. Ilodges?

2
A The test series?

3
G Yeu.

('" 4 A I would have to enecc tha dates, but i is ray

5 recollection that it is ppproximately a three-year progran
.

6 under the present contract, with about two and a half years to
7 run on the present contract..

8 There have been several tests performed with the
9 particular geometry configuration that thay have new. Most

10 likely before more tests are run, the gecmetry kill be
11 modified to be a better representation of a D?iR.

12 In particular the jun pum;s in the TLTA repraaantatic a

13 the top of the jet pumps are much lover than in c 3RR, and
14 therefora do not pernit the core to reflood.

15 Q Are there any other concerns you have abouc tha
-

-

16 TLTA not being reprocentative of a reacter other than the jet
17 pumps?

18 A There are several possible areas of nontypicality.
19 One is mentioned in my testinony. Thau is the,

20 ratio of the surface area to volume for the TLTA. It la not
.

21 representative of the surface aret to volume in a reactor,

22 and therefore the steam generated frem the vessel valle would bc

23 much larger prcportionately for the TLTA than for a renator.

24 C What surface to what volume ara you referring to?

25 A Wa src talking about tha volumes of the lower plcaum
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i test facility, the volumes in the annular region of the test

2 facilicy, and :.a are tal:<ing about the surfaces that boted

3 there mimaes . The walls to cM pipo.

2 8 4
. .

5
- ,

.

7.

8

9 1

10
i

i
11

12

1

13 |
,

14

15
9

16

17

18

|
19

.

20 l

.

21
,

22
|

23 i

I

.

.

| ;
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C. Do you know if it involved tha reactor presaure

vessel cimulator and the internals in the nurface?

A If you take the lower plenun of ;he r. actor and
,.

'

- compare it to the lower ple.e.tm of a TLTA Scility. the TLTA

. was scaled to hsve the volumo in proportion to d : nunbar of.

fuel bundlec. You have one fuel 'anndle in the "L"P.. and
.

you have many in a reactor.

It #as ses. led to 600, or maybe 6 2 4 bt..Mle ':eac tor ,

and so the volume in the TLTA would be at 100 --i over 52<*.

of the volume for a reactor. But when ycu scale f.cs;n the
,

volume, the surface of the spherical cap that boundo tLa

lower plenum does not scale in the samt ratic.

G Are there any other concerns you hrve .bcut the

similarities between the TLTA and a reactor pre.?sure vasoc1

which may lead to inaccurate results?

MR. GALLO: I would object to that queri.icn.
u

There is no foundation in this record that any 0 these

variancas described by the witness load to inaccerche results.

- MR. FARRIS: I will withdre.v the gn m eion.

BY MR. FARRI3:
.

G Mr. Hodges, are there any other cor.; :nc you hava

about the TLTA being truly representative of c cactor

environment?

A (Witnass Hodges) The TLT.'. has a cir ..e bundle

to repracent the core. This in a bundle that act.r_ubs of a
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natrix cf 64 rods, 2 of which cre unhented. A fuel bundlu

in a reactor vould hevo 64 roda with 2 urlaeated, huv you

only have one such bundle in dhe TLTA.
,n
'

There may be parallel-channel ufgeuts Jea a large--

- scale ret.ctor that ycc would nc'; cae in th.: TLT4

O Mr. IIcdges, you indicated in particular there * .w
.

:na phenemana that vac unexpected ca a result of the TLTA

tests, and thz.c was tk.au tN systcu depressurizad %re alwly

with ECCS injection than without. Is that correct? Was that

result predicted by anyone acaccinced with those touts?

I:. There were no pretost predictiona for c.utae .;este,

and so, no, it was not predicted by anyone. Intuitively, .e

had es:pected that when you turned the spray on, cast the

increased condensation you would get from turning '-ha aprav

on would cause it to depressurize more rapidly. 12t ther.e
.

were no calculations performed to try to verify 'nat beforec

the tests were run.

G So would it be fair to cay that this phee.entenu of

~

slower deprencurination was totclly unanticip.ated?

A It van not anricipated because the analyciu was
.

not done.

0 And it is in fact the clover deprascur'.cacion ; hat

causea you the najority of your concerns abou Oh, TLTA tact?

A It was the alcwer dapressuritanica whic.1 cauc aci vs

to try to look for a cause. And if we nada tile assuu? tion

.

may h..---e &
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3 that it was dua totally to the -- to an increased vapor

generation in the core, then .his raisen a concern. Obvioualy

this could not be the only F.echanisn; thera are other

mechanisms for causing the lower depressurizacion.

So we looked at one possibility and said this racy.

cause a problem. We have now anked GE to go back and give
.

us a much more detailed analysis.

G Mr. I!odges, don't the staf t 's QA procedures requiro

that predictions be rendered beforo tests are conducted?

MR. DAVIS: I am going to object, at this point,

that quality assurance procedures are cutside of the realm of

the expertise of this particular witness.

MR. PARRIS: The witness testifies on page 3, tne

last paragraph, second sentence, to the effect -- and I

quote: "Since no pretest calculations were perfonted by

GE as part of the program to predict tast behavier, a direcc

comparison betwecn the test results and these that vould be

predicted by the GE evnluation Model is not yet available."

The question is whether that is contrtry to Staff's.

requirements in their evaluation of the test. In other words,
.

they don't requirs predictions. Or if they do require predic-

tions, why do they deviate in this inshcnce. May).'e that is

why we see a phenomena that was unanticipated.

MR. DAVI3: I suppose the cuestion vould be

allowable in terms of 2CCS, but what I want to point out is
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witness is not a .e alitf Assurance expert and wouldthat my u

only be able to testiry in general terms. And thus, uny

reflections that he would have upca ccmp.'.iance or noncon-
-

pliance with Ouality Assurance previsions would be of less

value.
.

MR. CALLO: Mr. Chairman, may I be hw.rd on this

'

or.e?

CHnIRMAM WOLF 2: Yes.

MR. GALLO: We wculd add our objection on slightly

different groulads that there is no fcundatien in che rscued

that there are any pratest qualifications cr requirs. manta

required by the Staff.

The question asatnaos that there ara.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Why don't you ask a foundation

question, first, Mr. Farris, and if thOre are centinuing
.

objections we will rule en those ob]ections.

MR. PARRIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

3Y MR. FARRIS:

. O. Mr. Hodges, as c part of your review o_ the ECCs

mcdel, did the staff, or dces the staff normally require
.

pretest predictions?

li. (Witneas Hodges) The pretest predi.crions of tac

TLTA results , or the results of a particular tari. fro.n the

TLTA test series would not he a requirement for the model.

We do ask the vencors - General Electric, in t.lis
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.

case, to compare their model against appropriate data whenever

it becomes available. But this would not necesocrily consti-

tute a pretest prediction as part of this program. The
_

test program does cull cut for a pretest predicticn for some

of the tests in the series, but it is a limited number of,

pretest predictions, and so the test that was chosen for --

.

to ba predicted beforehand was a high-power test with the

assumption that that would he a more challencing case for

the computer progr m to try to predict.

And these results that we were first seeing were

end 49 from average-power tests. -

.

e

.
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C Mr. Hodges, on pago 5 of your tcotirony, ecu

state that the vapor generation and counter current flz"
.

limits in the GE evaluntion medcl are vary air.igle.

Does the simp?.icity of the CCFL, the vapor

* generati0n model, cast doubt upon GE's entire ECCS .:cdel, in

' your opinion?
.

'

A Mo.

'

Q Isn't CCFL a very complex chanomena?

A Yea, it is, but you can modal it in L airc,ple w y,

if you do this is a bounding fashion.

3 0 Would it b2 fair to charactorize counte.r currenu

flow limiting phenomena as very littla and.erstocc. se ti:iG

point?

O A Tne work that has bocn done in unis arcs to date

has bean primarily cmpirical. There is not a de:r.:. led knowledge

of the physics.

There are scme ccucated gucoses at the phycios,

not detailed models.
.

.

Q Is that what you mean, Mr. Eelges, by '/ car stattnant

in that same paragraph, "It is our judgnent that "he inclusion.

in the ovaluation model of the cumulativa affecto sf th.ase

phenomenn, coupled witis the higher hoo.t transfer re ms

observed in TLTA, wculd result in a paak cladding t'_..geratura

no higher than precontly calidlated"?

A What I meanc by that sentence was t'u Jr, modeling
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the CCFL pnenomena, that GE chose tc p' edict en ef fect fromr

the vapor generation as far a.e delaling the bretkdown of

ficoding at the top of che bundle, bec chey did r.at include
-

in their model any benafits that v.icht be gained frcm the

steam that is generated.-

If the steam going past a fuel rod -- the fuci
.

rod is at the higher tenperature than the stean, the steam

is going to help cool the red. That particular physical

effect was ignored.

It is also true that uith a plant like Black Fcx,

where you have your low pressure coolant injection beinst

injected into the bypass regions of the cara, thst the

outsides of the channel boxes would ba quenchaa and the -- atr

say the saturation temperature of tho water or whatever the
,

temperature of the LPCI water was, this would thcn provide a

very good he7t sink for both radiation, tharmal rr.diation

from the rods to the wall.

It would also provide a DeChanict for condensing

some of this vapor that is being generated on the wall to the-

.
channel box, and hence removo it as a cource to hold up the

water above the bundle.

These type of phenomena wcro neglected in the C2

model. Thst is why I called it a cimple mcdel anf caid

the cumulative effects or both the increased steam generction

and the neglect of these other parts of the model .;nould
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result in a conservatism.

Q Mr. Hodges, would it be fair to say thet overall

the slower depressurization rate ic going to result in a
r

decrease in margin?

- A If there is a decrease in margin, it 9:ould have

to come about from something other than the deprecsurination.
.

The only reason that the depressurisation raised a flag is

that we were locking for an explanation for the d:iference

in the depressurization, and it would have to come from

something like a delay in the breakdown af the flooding at

' the top of the bundle, the delay in the initiation of l w

'
pressure coolant injection system; something on thac order

' would have to happen.

2 You have to look for a mechanism to c= usa those

j delays. If that, indeed, happens, then that would h.sv2
.

an effect of increasing the peak cladding temparatu,:n. Eut wa

are talking about a calculational mcdel, and you con, at the

' same time, if you include some of these effects, get a

*

reduction in the peak cladding temperature just :oy bringing

' in some of the things that have been neglectad for conservatisn.

O It l' ecue, is it not, Mr ._7?cdge s , that af this
'

!phenomen af aer depressurization rata holds up u. the real-

; world, tn t it will in fact result in a delayed initiatica
C

of low pressure cora spray LPCI and, therefore, in reflood?'

A If the reactor vestal prassure would dece.y more'
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slowly than is currently predicted, that would result in a

delay of the low pressure coolant injection and tne breakdown

,
of the flooding, yes.

Q Mr. Frahm, do you have a copy of the document

- entitled " Analysis of LPCI Diversion Effects on ECCS

Performance For Black Fox Station, UnJ.ts 1 and 2," dated
.

December 2, 1978?

A [ Witness Frahm] Yes, I do.

O Mr. Frahm, when was LPCI diversion first identified

as an area of Staff concern?

A With regard to Black Fox?

O Yes.

A I believe I inserted it in my testimony on 3 card

Question 2-3 that we have a higher peak clad temperature

than was reported in the FSAR.

O And that was based upon some calculations in

connection with the Allens Creek application?

A Yes, sir.

'

Q Mr. Frahm, if you would, re'fer to Figure 1 of the

.
LPCI analysis. Do you have that figure?

A Yes, sir.

Q Do I understand thac figure to represent that at

the worst breakdown point, that is a break of .02 square dcat,

,

you woulu xpect an increase in the peak cladding tamperature

of approximately 500 degrees?
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A That is what the curve shows;with the annunptions

used in this analysis, I would agree that it shows a 500

degree increase, yes.

Q Do you disagree with the assumptions in this
. analysis?

A I didn't mean to imply that. The analysis assumed
.

more conservatism or -- yes, more conservatism than is

required by Appendix K.

For example, the analysis shown here assumed

a failed ADS valve. In addition to a single failure of the

ECCS equipment, which ir not required by Appendin K. That

would lower the temperature about approximately 100 degrees.
'

Also, another conservatism here is we toak a

two inch,probably a two inch hole in a 10-inch pipe, and said

that we would not allow any flow to go to the vessel through

that pipe, and this is probably not the case, also,

e 10

.

of

.
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A (Continuing) The flow would probably take the i

least resistance, and you would get HPCS flow to the vessel.

G How many ADS valves are there Mr. Frahm?

A Eight.

, G Mr. Frahm, are any of the parameters of the

parameters shown on Figure 1 taking into account the new test

'

results from the TLTA test?

A. No.

G Would you expect that a slower depressurization

rate would have any effect on the peak cladding tamperature?

A It probably would have a slight effect on the

peak cladding temperature here if I only took the nad parts,

if you will, associated with the slower depressurization --

mainly, that the ECCS is delayed.

G And do you know how much that could effect -- could

you quantify how much that might effect the peak cladding

temperature, assuming only the so-called " bad parts" of the

TLTA test results?

A For a small break, I do not have -- I am not able.

to quantify if I took into account just the bad parts.
.

G Mr. Frahm, do you recall Mr. Levine's tastimony

during the first session of these hearings that the G3 ECCS

model, in his opinion, had a band cf error of appro::imately

plus or minus 100 degrees?

A Yes, sir, I recall that.
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.

G Would you agree with that, Nr. Frahn?

A Well, I don't know what he based his 100 degrecs

on. If he is basing it on correlations and so on la tha

! model, I guess I would agree. Houaver, I believn fou asked

, me ths.t question before, nnd in the mathnalatical e_pproti, I
.

thought it was a magnitude lese, just puro mathea tics Scr

.

the calculation.

Alco, in regacd to the other e.astica, ;u a f.' acts

of the increased vapor generation on peak claddinc temperaturc

for this small break would occur at -- vould only corte into

play when the core was uncovered, or cctur.lly vhen the AOS

was actuated.

So I would say that the increase in pack cladding

temperature due to thic phenomena, taking into account the

slower depressurization rate due to vapor generac'.cn, ia

not as critical for this as perhaps for a DnA.

Also the vapor generatien daat ic caucing this

slower depressurization probably is civing scae cooling 20

the core which is not presently included in calculating the.

peak clad teraparature.
.

G Mr. Frahm the uhele purpose c" diverrion of chsc

low pressure coolant injoc'cien systea is to allg cartnin

Staff concerns about containmenc intcgrity durini. -- escrnin.q

possibility of cone stcam bypass into the wet ec2.* .:a thtt

right?
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A Yes, sir.

G The steam bypass you are concerned about in that

case is not gross ate 2m bypacc, is it?
.

' A "Groso stecn bypase"?

. 4 Yes.

A Gross steam bypass would go down through tho
.

vents; no. The answer is "no."

G Through what medium could --- ic the bygnue you

are concerned about that LPCI would be called upon to help

correct?

A Let rte preface this with I am not the contaim.ent
A

expert. My understanding of the problan is that for a snnll

break -- and if you had steam in the dry well, charu arc

possible leakage paths that this steam would go into the

wet well without being condenced by going through the normal

vents that are provided for that purpoco, thereby increast.r:g

the pressure.

4 So you are talking about relativelI caall icaka

into the containment?*

A Yes, I believe they ara small leaks,

O LPCI would have no effect upon c mujer atoum

bypass, say, through the suppressicn pcol?

MR. GALLO: Objection, Mr. Chairnen. F- 'Isara nc'.v

proceeded far afield of this uttness's supplemental tectinony

with respect to the L?cI calculation and its affecc on the
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'

ECCS evaluation for the Black Fox Station.

The effects of steam bypass, as this witnese has

indicated, is really a containment issue which we anplored at

length on Monday and Tuesday of this week.

So I would object to further cross-exanination on.

this matter because it is outside the scope of this witness's
,

testimony.

MR. FARRIS: I will withdraw the question.

BY MR. FARRIS:

G Mr. Frahm, how is LPCI diversion terminated?

A The operator, once they put the core into 1cng-

term cooling, could terninate the LPCI diversion -- let me

retract that.

Normally, in long-term cooling, the suppression

. pool would be cooled, and it would be sending the water

through a heat exchanger. Part of that could go through the

LPCI sprays -- the sprays that cool the wet well, if you

will -- and part can be put into the core.

-

I am not sure that it is necessary to terminate

.

the containment sprays. That also is a containment question.

However, I would assume, if I may continue, that

once there was no more heat generation and the floor uas

being -- and it was bypassing to the containment, that the

sprays would be needad, and perhaps the operator could realign

and cut out the containment --
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HR. SHON: Could I interrupt for just a moment?

Is the LPCI necessary for the long-term cooling requirement

of 50.467

WITNESS FRAHM: Any one pump would mast the

requirements of 50.4G. The LPCI would also do it, but.

preferably the core spray pump.
.

MR. SHON: It would do it by itself, but it

wouldn't necessarily be requirsd sinco the ccre snray pump

or some other pump could do it?

UITNESS FRAIDI: To keep it cool One core

spray pump would do that, yes.

MR. SHON: Thank you.

'd #11 MR. FARRIS: No further questiens.

4

e

.
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CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Davis, redirect?

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. DAVIS:
.

Q Mr. Frahm, you were asked a question by Mr. Farris

about the effect of the 10 second reflood delay that was-

testified to by Mr. Hodges. In the case of a small break
.

analysis, would you expect the 10 second delay in depressuriza-

tion to result in exceeding the 2200 degree Fahrenheit peak

clad temperature limitations of 50.46?

A [ Witness Frahm] I am just studying the refloeding.

[Fause.]

No, I do not think it would exceed the 2200.

O Mr. Hodges, during the cross-examination, you had a

discussion of the possibility of no reflood, and I believe

you testified that no reflood would have a peak clad

temperature difference of betueen 200 to 300 degreac

Fahrenheit.

Was there any indication that you saw from the TLTA

^ test results which would indicate that there is a credible

,

possibility of a no reflood alternative?

A [ Witness Hodges.] No, sir.

Q You were also asked some questions abouc the

atypicalities of the TLTA tests, and their results. One cf

those was higher surface area of the TLTA tect; is that
- -

correct?
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A Surface to volume ratio, yes. Surface area to- ,

.

volume. *

O Which way would you expect the test results to go

considering the fact that you have just testified that TLTA
.

surface to area is larger? Would that be in favor -- would
.

that be for higher peak clad :smperatures,or would it be an

- adverse effect? Can you comment on what type of an effect

' that has?

A That would tend to cause a larger steam generation

which would tend to cause more of a delay in the LPCI

injection and the breakdown of flooding, but that would not

necessarily mean a higher cladding temperature.

O When you say that, do you mean the TLTA test

apyaratus surface area would cause more vapor?

A Yes. The TLTA would have nore vapor generation

from the vessel internally.

O Would that make the TLTA -- would that n:ake the*

! resits obtained from TLTA conservative or nonconcervative

| compared to the realities of the reactor in operation?,

| A As far as the snount of steam that is being
I.

! produced, you are predicting more steam which would delay
4

' the LPCI injection and could delay the breakdown of floeding

at the top of nha bundle. But because the higher staaming

rates also give you better heat transfer, I could not say
.

that that would necessarily cause the TLTA result to have a'
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higher temperature. It m.ay, in fact, cause a icuor

temperatura.,

Q You were also af.ced a quastion aboun c.aercate: in
-

margin, safety nargin, caused by slower deprecs". =.sati.:,..
.

-

In your mind, is it possible tc separate the efis_:s of

slower depressurization from the other effeceu arch as higher
.

1 eat transfer coefficients?

. A The two normally would go togetner. Y:n u'Ir. conjurs

up some emuples which are probably c::treme which could

cause some problems, but generally they do go together.

MR. DAVIS: Staff has no further redf.ract.

CHAIRMI.N WOLPE: Any recroaa?

MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, I understand that

these witnessos flew all night, and therefore I uill eace

their burdon and have no questions.

MR. FARRIS: I am sympathetic, hnt I havs one ncre

question.

[ Laughter.]

~

RECROSS-EXRMIUATICU

BY MR. FARRIS:.

O Mr. Hodges, could you conjure up a situaticr. for

me that -- whereby the slower depressurization rates would

not reault in higher heat transfar rataa?

A (Witness Hodges] The clower deprensurizatice ._acs

ccmes about by the increased stnaning from an averago cower
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.

in the core and maybe from increased stem.ing in the veasol

walls.

-

If the high power bund.le did not have c.ny ;;c.cer

holdup inside this bundle thar. caused tly i.n c r e c a c ~
'

vapor generation as did every y:ser bundle, then ..m. cotlu-

.

conceive of a situation where you gs:t very good h: .h trasfxr
.

in the averaga power bundle and it staya cool whiae n _.o

holding the pressure up, but the higher pouni bund 5.e hac c.;

water in it, and sits there and heats up with ver ' littia
,

cooling except what you would get frca the sprays; the high

' power test that was donc fron the TLTA indicated cact there

was water retained in the high power hundle.

*

So I would nct e::pect that r.o be the case, but if

you stretched your imagination, you could conjure up such a
.

' Gituation.
e

i
! MR. FARRIS: No further luestions.

CHAIRMAN WGI2E: Anything, Mr. Davis?-

MR. DAVIS: 17o questions from the Stef:i .

- * BOARD EXDiINATION

BY MR. SHON:
.

O I, too, pity the gentlene:n, but 7 thini: my questions

will be relatively shorn.

The first has to do with an anc'.ar you gavo c.ct c,

moment ago, recalling your earlicr testimony, did you say

that the high power hundla did not e::hibit the anc:cc.listic
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load depressurination rate?

A [ Witness Hodgeni ! didn't say that. IL shoued

the same general trends as the average power test did.

What I was saying is that tharc was indsed

water retention in the high power bundle as in the low power-

bundle, cc that this very entreme condition that we were
.

discussing wouldnot likely be the casc.

Q On page 5 of your tectimony you nentioned that the

CCFL model in the GE code does not account for such things

as vapor geneEation from sources cutside tha fusi. In the
*

* RELAP calculation at INEL, was thera any , analysis made for
' vapor generation from sources outside the fuel?

'

A :'m not certain.

*

. Q And there would be no way to adjust that to account

for the improper modeling of the scaled-down version which has

more extraneous surface than the reactor docs? Monid there

be any way to adjust that?

A The GE model does account for the heat 'rr.nafer
- from the vessel walls, so that could be adjusted, act what I

was referring to would be additional steam going through the.

core that might be generated from, say, the lower plenum welle,

so as the model now exists that could not be nodelad explicitly.

by the GE model.

O How about RELAP?

A I am just not certain of what uas in thct modol.
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Q I am also a little concerned about the fact that

i RELAP indeed gavo significantly lower cladding temperature

prediction than you experienced.

Do you think that this is entirely duo to 'hec
:

excess steam generation and the delayed ref1 cod?-

e 12 '

9

i

?

.

=
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A A principal reason that RELEP underpredicted the

temperature is they have a model in RELAP that tries to

-

simulate the CCFL phenomena by a slip ficw model, and they

had some coefficients in this model that were guesses, and

*

.not very good ones, apparently, and so it predicted a premature
,

breakdown of.the flooding at the tcp of the bundle.
.

I think that was the reason that the RELAP prediction

was wrong.

Q RELAP is rath6r an old code, isn't it?

A Yes.

Q - It has been around for a long time. Why has no one

ever discovered that the slip coefficients were as bad as

they are?

A This RELAP-4 is a new version of it, and they are

trying to adjust the coefficients to fit data. It is still

under development.

Q They have never bumped into a situation where

counter current flow limiting conditions had this much effect?

"

Is that what it is?

. A I think the CCFL data that have been avnilable

are from primarily, from like air-water tests or steam and

water tests, not the same geometries, and so it is not

really surprising that they didn't have the coefficiente

exactly right.

Q I see.
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Thank you. ,

MR. SHON: That's all. ;

CHAIRFiP.N WOLFE: An-j questions darived frcm Mr. ,

_

'

Shon's questions?

MR. GALLO: No questions.
.

MR. FARRIS: No questions.

* MR. DAVIS: No questions.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: These vitnesses may nc'.' he e:ccused.

[ Panel excusad.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Davis?

MR. DAVIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, where are we proceeding?

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Let's see. We had comploted

what we had set out to complete by today, as I understand it.

MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, I do have one matter.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes.

MR. GALLO- I have discussed with -- strike that.

I will start again.

On February 19th, I circulatad a letter which
.

* had enclosures to it, and the letter was to the Board as

.

well as to the parties, indicating that the Applictnt'; intended

to submit the GESSAR-233 NSSS document into evidoc.cc as

' well as PSAR Amendment No. 15.

' I have discussed it with counsel, both Er, Farris

' and Mr. Davis, and thej are willing to stipulate that
~ -

information into the record without need for calline:
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'

sponsoring witnesnes.

I might ash counsc~ in th&t r.n:tendu al: , t:: N

reference reports which '..'ere also menticned in my l u ar of
-

- February 19th.

- MR. FARRIS: Yes.

MR. DAVIS: Yes.
.

MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman,. unlc.sa the Ecard might

have questions with respect to thenc matte.rs, I .c uld ;-.igulano.

into evidence GESSAR-238 9SSS Docket No. 50-550; uhich

consists of five volumes, and tha document has bcen cr: ends.d
.

through Amendment No. 7.

I would also stipulate into evidence 7.nsntiant 15

to the PSAR, and for that purpose I will furnich the reporter

three copies, and I better mark for identification .taandment

15 as Applicants' Exhibit No. -- I believe it in 'iO Mr.

Chairman?

CHAIPEAN WOLFE: Yes.
.

MR. GALLO: -- No. 38

~

That would be Applicants' E;r.hibit No. 23, would be

PSAR Amendment No. 15 and I have three copies tr.r2 for tha
.

.

reporter.

{The docur.cnts referrad to were

p.arked Applicanto' E;;hibit Ec. 23

for idoniification.},

hR. GALLO: If I mair turn back to the CJSSr.
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document 238 MSSS, I uculd like to mark that for identification

as Applicants' Exhibit No. 39.

[The document referred to was
,

marked applicanta' Ex. iib 2. t Zio .

39 for identification.]'

MR. GALLO: FJ . Chairman, uith respect to the five
.

volumes of the GESSAR cocument, 'sc vill mail the three ccpics

to Ac -Federal Raportors for purpocco of the crhibit, rath2re

than presenting them here today for transport back to
.

Washington.

I would also stipulate into evidence and t.'ould

like to mark for identification as Applicants' 2nhibit 40

the reference reports refarred to in my letter en Februcry

19th, 1979.

These referetce reports consist of three volumes,

and they are a part of the Black Fox Station PSAR, and they

are numbered Referenco Reports 1 through 15.
' I would like to have thesa three volumes uarked

for identification as Applicants' Erhibit 40.-

.
[The documento referred to were

marked Applicants' 2nhihit Mo.

' 40 for idancificaticn.]

MR. GALLO: Ac I understand the stipulc. tion of

the parties, Mr. Chairman, absent any requirement of queabions

by the Board, I would move at thic time that Applicants Exhibits

.
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38, 39 and 40 te moved into evidence.

[ Board conferring.]

CEAIRMAN WOLFS: Pursuant to the stipulation,
,

.

Applicants' Exhibits 38, 39 and 40 are admitted into evidanco.

The Board will give consideration whethe:: it hac*

any questions to be addressed to these documsnts,. and we
.

will give you sufficient time to present testinony if need be,

Mr. Gallo.

MR. GALLO: Would that be during this set of

hearings, Mr. Chairman?

CHAIRMAN WOLF 2: How are we coming along on time?

MR. FARRIS: Can we approach the bench, Mr.

Chairman?,

CHIiIRMAN WOLFE: Yes.

[ Bench conference.]

[The documents previously marked

Applicants Exhibits 38, 39 and

40 for identification, were

.

received in evidenca.]-

e3
,
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CHAIRMAN WOLFE: We vill recess until noon, and
,

then we will resume the hearing until 12:30.

(Recess.)

CHAIRMAN MOLFE: All right,14r. Ucicon?

MR. NELSON: Applicants would call Mr. Willie.:n-

' Gang and Mr. Harold Walker for rebuttal testincny within th
.

scope of Board Question 10-4.

Mr. Harold Walker has not been previously cworn in

this proceeding.

Whereupon,

WILLIN4 G. GAKG
2

was recalled as a witness on behalf of the Applicants and,

having been previously duly sworn, was exantined and testified
,

further as follows:

and

HAROLD C. WAIE.ER

was called as a witness on behalf of the Applictnts and.i

having been first duly sworn, was examined and tos:tified-

as follows:
*

DIRECT EXMIINATION
.

BY MR. NELSON:

4 Mr. Gang, would you state your name and address

for the record, plence?

a. (Witness Gang) My name in William Gang. I live

at 6428 Paso Los Cerrites in San Jose California.
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,

o By whom are yoc employed?
I

A I am the Project Manager for the Black Fox
,

Station for General Electric Company.

O Mr. Walker, wculd you state your name and address

for the record, please?*

A (Witness Walker) My name is Harold C. Walker. I
.

live at 5516 East 46th Street in Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Q. And by whom are you employed, sir?

A I am employed by Public Service Company of

Oklahoma.

O In what capacity?

A. I am the Supervisor of Electrical Instrr. mentation

and control for the Engineering Group of the Black Fox

Project.
,

G Mr. Gang and Mr. Walker, did you have occasion to

prepare rebuttal testimony within the scope of Board Guestion

10-4 in this proceeding?

A (Witness Gang) Yes.

'

A (Witness Walker) Yes.

O I hand you both a document entitled " Rebuttal
,

Testimony on Messrs. William G. Gang and Harold C. Valker

on Board Question 10-4" and ask you if that is the testimony

you prepared.

(Handing dccument to witness.)

A (Witness Walker) Yes.
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.

A (Witness Gar.J) Yes. ;
'

i

G Mr. Walker, do you have any corrections or addi-

tions to the testimony at this time?
..

A (Witness Walker) I have none.
1

% Directing your attention, Mr. Walker, to attachment-

1 to the testimony, is that a statement of your professional
.

qualifications?

A Yes, it is.

O Would you have any corrections to Attachment 1 at

this time?

A I have one correction. -

4 Would you make it, please?

A Under " Education," the second line, the first two

letters should read "M.A." That is the only correction.
,

4 Mr. Walker, with the correction you have just

made, is the testimony, and also is Attachment 1 to the

testimony, are they correct and true to the best of your

knowledge and belief?

'

A Yes.

, O Hr. Gang, do you have any corrections or additions

to the testimony at this time?

A (Ultness Gang) No.

O Is the testimony accurate ind complete to the

best of your knowledge and belief?

. A Yes.
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MR. NELSON: Mr. Chairman, at this time Applicants

would move the admission of the rebuttal testimony of

Messrs. Gang and Walker within the scope of Board Question
,

'

10-4 as part of their case-in-chief, and I am handing 20

- copies of the testimony to the reporter, asking her.to bind

it into the record as if actually read.
.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Any objection?

MR. FARRIS: No objection.

MS. WOODHEAD: No objection.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Said testimony -- document is

incorporated into the record as if read.
s

(The document referred to follows.)

(

t

e

t

=
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,

-

,
BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD-'

.

In the Matter of

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF OKLAHOMA, )
ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.,) Docket Nos. STN 50-556
AND WESTERN FARMERS ELECTRIC ) STN 50-557
COOPERATIVE, INC. )

)
(Black Fox Station, Units 1 and 2) )

'

Rebuttal Testimony of

MESSRS. WILLIAM G. GANG AND HAROLD C. WALKER

On Board Question 10-4

.

9

9

8

*
. .
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REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF
i

, MESSRS. WILLIAM G. GANG AND HAROLD C. WALKER
'

ON BOARD QUESTION 10-4,

.

In response to questioning from Mr. Shon, Mr. Richard

Hubbard, expert witness for the Intervenors on Board

Question 10-4, relating to special processes in the

Quality Assurance program testified (Tr. 6167) as follows:

Q. (by Mr. Shon) As I see the chief dif-
ference between your position and that of Mr. Long,

'

for example, it is that this third criterion of
Mr. Long's, that the specified quality cannot be
readily determined by an inspection or test, is
a criterion that may be rather difficult to imple-
ment or define.

He seems to feel that if you can make a given
test on something and tell that it's working, then
the thing does not satisfy that criterion.

You seem to feel that a simple test that
shows that it's working does not properly define
a more subtle quality, which is the quality of
duration in service andi, in fact, you feel that
there are many cases where duration in service
simply can't be tested at all on a gIven piece of'

production equipment, and that therefore all such
~

things that tend to degrade in service should be
controlled by special process. Is that right?

.

A. (by Mr. Hubbard) I always hesitate to
say all, but I think that--in looking at Mr.
Long's definition, I think that that is a weak-
ness in that definition.

Q. That it doesn't cover things that might~

degrade in service, but are inspectable on
production; is that right?

,.

A. Yes, sir. (Emphasis added)
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Mr. Hubbard's testimony is incorrect since there are

methods by which duration in service can be tested for

aquipment. These procedures are set forth in IEEE-323, 1974,

IEEi Standard for Qualifying Class lE Equipment for Nuclear

~

Power Generating Stations. This standard provides

methods for establishing a period for which satisfactory
.

service can be demonstrated. This period is then con-

sidered the qualified life for the equipment. Following

this period, corrective action will be taken, which may

consist of maintenance, modification, or replacement.

Thus, equipment is qualified to assure that it will per-

form on demand to meet the system performance requirements.

The methods of qualification described in IEEE-323,

1974, are:

1. Type testing, which is the testing of samples
'

of equipment of the same type being used in
the plant;

2. Operating experience, which is based on docu-
mentation which supports service conditions
and equipment performance;

3. Analysis, which require's the construction of a
mathematical model of the equipment to be
qualified;

,

4. Combined Qualification, which may use type
testing, previous operating experience, analysis,
or by combination of these methods;-

5. On-Going Qualification, which requires thei

aging and testing of identical equipment or
components during the qualified life period
of the installed equipment

'

.
'

.
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In general, the standard is applied to complete units of

equipment and their interfaces rather than to the individual

components of that equipment..-

.

Regulatory Guide 1.89 endorses IEEE-323, 1974, as a

means of complying with the NRC's regulations with regard
,

to design verification. PSO is committed to compliance

with IEEE-323, 1974. The items listed by V . Hubbard on

page 10-19 of his prefiled testimony--neutron sensors,

seals of electrical penetrations, LPRM seals, circuit

boards, pressure transmitters, process instruments, and

relays--will be qualified under IEEE-323, 1974, or an ap-

propriate implementing standard. Furthermore, these items

will be qualified after completion of the respective

fabrication processes which Mr. Hubbard suggested should

be treated as special processes. Because the items are

tested for duration in service after these processes,

there is no need to expand the criteria for special

processes as Mr. Hubbard suggested. The remaining process

and item he mentioned--crimping and terminating of con-.

trol cables-- would not in any event constitute a special
.

process because the items can be readily tested and in-
'

spected after the process.

Class lE equipment at Black Fox will be qualified
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under IEEE-323, 1974, or under other standards which have

been adopted as a means of implementing the type testing
:

set forth in IEEE-323. IEEE-383, 1974, is one of the
.

.

standards for implementing IEEE-323. In this connection,

,

we note that Mr. Shon asked, at transcripc 6798, what kind

of aging tests Tefzel has been subjected to and what the

results were. The ag!.ng tests applied to Tefzel cable

were heat aging, and Tefzel was shown to meet the re-

quirements of IEEE-383, 1974, for cable to be used in

nuclear power plants.

Qualification procedures, such as those under IEEE-
~

323, 1974, are performed as part of the design function

-

and not as a production control. These procedures are

intended to measure the adequacy of the design to per-

form its intended function throughout its design lifetime.

They are a part of the design verification process, not

a means of testing each item as manufactured. The

qualification procedures would not be practic'al or ap-
- propriate as an acceptance test for items at the produc-

tion phase because, among other considerations, they may
.

be destructive.

For these reasons, the qualification procedures are

not properly considered as part of the quality assurance

function, and Mr. Hubbard's suggestion that the criteria

for special processes should be expanded to account for
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duration in service is not well taken. It is a part of

the quality control function to determine by inspections

.- or tests whether the specified design requiremsnts have
,

been satisfied. If the specified quality requirements

. can be readily determined by inspection or tast, the

third criterion on page two of the testimeny of Donald

G. Long on Board Question 10-4 has been satisfied and

the related process is not "special" within the meaning

of 10CFR Part 50, Appendix D, Criterion IX. If the

specified quality requirements cannot be readily de-

termined by inspection or test and criterion 1. and

Criterion 2. are also satisfied, the related process

would be considered "special".

A statement of Mr. Harold C. Walker's qualifications

is attached as Attachment I.

/

.

m

O

O
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ATTACHMENT I*
,

RAROLD C. WALKER

Supervisor, Electrical and Instrumentation and Control for
31ack Fox Station.

fDUCATION:.

B.S. Electrical Engineering,'1964
M.S. Mathematics, 1969

.

ADDITIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING:

BWR Plant Design and Fundamentals - G.E. Course, 1977
Codes and Standards Workshop - B&V, 1976

EXPERIENCE:

As Supervisor of Electrical and Instrumentation and Control,
Mr. Walker reports to the Manager, BFS Engineering, and is
responsible for the surveillance of selected electrical,
instrumentation and control design and procurement documents
to ascertain they are in accordance with applicable codes,
standards, regulations and Public Service Company of Okla-
homa's requirements and standard practice. Prior to this,

, Mr. Walker was Electrical Supervisor at Riverside Sration
where he reported to the Station Superintendent and was
responsible for the electrical, instrumentation and control
check-out of two gas fired generating units. After the units
were en line, he was responsible for the maintenance of this
equipment through administrative control and technical sup-
port of plant electrician and technicians. During this time,
it was necessary to initiate and implement control design
changes to improve operability of certain systems, initiate
and administer checkout procedures and implement preventive
maintenance procedures. Prior to this assignment and fol-
lowing his employment with Public Service Company of Oklahoma

. in 1969, he worked as an Electrical Engineer with various
assignments 1.1 the General Office and power stations. These
assignments included design, installation and checkout of
a water induction prevention system and other projects

,

related to power station operation and maintenance.

- Prior to employment with Public Service Company of Oklahoma,
Mr. Walker was employed as an electrical engineer working
with ground support telemetry at the Chrysler Space Division
in New Orleans, Louisiana. In this position, he was re-
sponsible for coordinating the design of a demultiplexing
system for receiving and processing vibration information.

.
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MR. NELSOM: The witnesses are available for

cross-examination.

CROSS-EXN4I:1.'ClON
,

BY MS WOODHEAD :

'

G Mr. Walker, on page 3 of the testim:ny, you

state that: "B30 is ccmmitted to complianco tith 22E2-323,
.

1974.''

In the previous sentence, you indicat a that neg

Guide 1.89 , endorses this IEEE code. Will you tell me if

PSC is also committed to Reg Guide 1.G9?

A (Witness Walher) Yes, they ara.
A

G At the bcttom of page 3, you indicata that: "The

remaining process and item he mantioned -- crimping and

terminating of control cables -- would not ccrutitute a...

special process because the items can be readily testad and

inspected after the process."

Uill you tell me if you intend that they will be

tested and inspected after the process?

'

L Yos, indeed, wa do.

G On page 4, you discuss qualification procedurcs,.

which you indicato are perfor.T.ed as design functicL: and act

production control.

Will you tell me if the specisl procccc control ia

part of production control, or design verificatica?

A I would say that special process would .noro closcly
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relate to pr^Juction.

O This would be included under " production control"?

end 914 A Yes.

i

.

e

e

.
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Q Could you e:: plain how you verify the parts that

are installed are the same as those which are testad under

your testing procedures?
(.

A There are really two procedures:

'

One is the production control that is <r:crcised

in manufacturing the equipment; and the other would be by
.

the margins that are indicated under IESE-323.

Margins are intended to account for any production

irregularities that might occur.

O Perhaps I didn't make ny question clear:

My question was how you perhaps would be correct-

to say double checi: that the tested ccmponents are in fact

those installed in the plant?
_

A We are really dealing with equipment here. The

IEEE-323 applies to equipment. It is an equipmenc standard

and, of course, equipment is composed of ccmponents. The

testing that is performed under IEEE-323 is perfor ed on the

assembled equipment. The entire piece of equipnant in general.

.

There may bo some instances whera components of

that equipment are also qualified independently of the.

equipment.

O Mr. Gang, could you cuswer that question?

A { Witness Gang] Leb ma see if I underac.md the

question first.

Are you asking for a mathed whereby one would
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verify that the equipment tected actual 13 physically goes into

the plant? Is that the question?

O Yes.
~

/

A What kind of test are you talking about?

Q Those that are tested according to the requirements-

{ofyourQAprogram,oroftheIEEEstandard,orwhatever
.

standard that is being met.

A We are talking about tuo cifferent things. There
i

may be a misconception as to what qualification is. Qualifica-

tion is not a test the Staff used to establish a data basa.

It is not testing run on every piece of production equipment.

Q Yes.

A So if you are asking is the equip;nont that has
.

-

the qualification control procedures excrcised upon it
' during its production, how does ono verify that that is indeed

the equipment that goes into the plant, there are <iccupenua --

I can speak for GE equipment -- there is the produc'c quality
' certificata and deviation disposition documents that go with

~

the equipment, actually shipped with it, that expl.11n the

quality inspections, et catera, that have been made on the
,

,

piece of equipment when it arrives at the site.'

The quality assurance inspector can verify thit

that equipment has baen properly handled during ita traval

through the manufacturing ficw.

'

Q That is what I was after.

4

.
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'
.

At the first paragraph on page 4, ycu discuss ,

aging tests done on Tefnel. Could either of you ansuer my

question as to whether any Tefzel will undergo aging tests

[

before installation?

' A (Witness Gang] Yes. The vendor of the Tefzel

has ccmpleted those teste to IEEE-383. The tests passed, ,

.

we have discussed previously during testimony en Contention

7/8 the qualification for the flame test.

They have also passed heat aging where acne

3000 samples of Tefzel wire have been tested at comperatures

of 135, 150, 155, and 180 degrees for conte cumulative 12,000

nours, and passed the test.

They have also passed the radiation teau where

they operated successfully after an integrated dose of

200 megarads.

O Is it part of the function of production control

to assure this aging testing?

A No.

~

Q Under what organization or department uculd this

responsibility lie?
,

A This would be a type test done by the vandor of

the wire; in this case, the du Pont Ccmpany. And the recults

of the tost report would be available from that vender.

e 15
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,

G Mr. Gang, will this aging test verify the specified

quality requirements that are indicated on pago 5, middle

of the paragraph.
'

,

A I don't seo any " requirements."

-

G I am just referring to the phrase itself, in the

middle of the page. The sentence reads: "If the specified
.

quality requirements cannot be readily determined by ir.cpec-

tion or tests and Criterion 1 and 2 are also saticfied, the

related process would be considered special."

My question is: Just the use of the term, will

the aging tests for Tefzel verify a specified quality require-
s

ment?

A The quality requirements referred to in the

testimony at the juncture to which you direct our attention,

are the requirements put into a design specification by the

engineer. And this is production control.

The test that I referred to for aging, on the

other hand, takes specific specimens and quality them under

~

a specific set of service conditions. So it satisfias the

requirements of IEEE-383, not production quality control
,

requirements.

So the answer to your question would be "no."

G All right.

Will the manufacturer of Tefzel includ.) curing?
_

A I an afraid I don't know that that mean3.
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G This is, as I understand i' , pcrt of cha agingc

process so that cracking for long-term uns will nc.: occur,

A The test for radiction, tha test regncnce for

/

aging is specified in the standard 23EE-323, and they epccify

that secuence ao that it will be the acet sevor ; naqtamet-*

possible.
-

The literature that I had available co it.a from

duPont said that it meant all of the -- the viro not all of

the requirements of 3G3.

I would assume that if what you are -nying is,

is that one of the requirements in that, the anever is "yes."

G Then isn't it true that special proceseec are

involved in the manufacture of Tefzal?
~

A One would not call something a special process

merely because it is controllsd. By "apecial processes"

within the context of my testimony, I refer to prcesaaes only

that are those~as under Criteria 9 in 10 C72 50, appendin 3,

such as walding heat treatment, nc_'astructivo excnination.

*

It is a very narrow definition.

G Then you would not define the processes involvad
,

in aging the Tafzel cable as a special procesa?

A That is correct; I would not.

G All right,

iiS. UCODiiEAD: I have no further quen. cions.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Ferris?
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MR. FARRIS: Yes, sir.
.

BY 21R. FARRIS:

B Mr. Gang, do you know whether the aginc; test for
i

the Tef=e1 cable were of a particular sample, or a sample?

* A They were of come 2000 sampics.

G And each was subjected to what sort of test?
.

A The test as specified in IEEE-380. I tolieve che

method is the arrhaneous metnod alluded to in previous

testimony. The requirement is that it be at a tempcrature

as low as 136 degrees, and there must b2 two c'-her Sata

points 10 degrees apart from that.

I believe my testimony said that it uns 135, 150,

165, and 180, which certainly meets the requiremento of
s

the standard.

4 Is it your understanding that cach shi ment orF

roll of cable of Tefzel will be used at the Black ro:: Station

will have a sample tested under IEEE-333?

A Ho. I think that it would be best for ma to

~

explain -- I believe there is some confusion here between

production testing and qualification tenbing.,

Each pisco of equipment th-t comes frcr a prcduction

lines does not undergo qualification testing. One parforme

qualification tasting to ensure that a specific gioca cf

equipment will perform upon demand under a specifiad set cf

service conditions for a specificd ps.riod of time.
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Were one to take each piece of equipment and

qualification-test it, then you have used that piece of

equipment to the end of its design life.
/

If one were to put that piece of equipment in a

.

plant, one would then be unsure whether it would operate at

all.
.

end #16

.
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MR. SHON: Mr. Gang, what is it? The fault lies

not in the stars, buc ourselves, in this particular case.

Your testimony, on tha face of it, seems to me
i

to confuse these two issues. As I remenber the question,.

'

when I first asked it, and as I remember the answar by Mr.

Hubbard when he first propounded it, the thing ua were
.

speaking of was not qualification testing of a typical sanplc.

We were talking about quality control for prcduction items.

-

And because your testimony in dealing uith this
,

' question deals with this other subject, the subject that

was completely beyond the scope of what Mr. Hubbard or I vare

talking about at the time, it has resulted ia, I think, Ms.

. Woodhead asking a number of questions and tir. Farris asking a

number of questions about something that simply has nothing

to do with the subject we were discussing then.

We were discussing whether or not the quality'

assurance program could be improved by making special

i processes include some things other than welding.
*

'' For erample, plating of neutron sencor chambero.

! And the point that Mr. Hubbard had made, and that was the.

' subject of my question at Tr. 6167 was that there might be

' something that was not really accessible for inspection, such

' as these platings that might work the first time you tried

' it, but that would degrade with age, due to a flaw nou

inherent in the design, but a poorly carried out plating

.
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process.

For example, one of the things that 'cu tr.entionedf

on page 2 cf your testimony with the poccible execption of
/

item 2 or something that would catch that kind of flaw at

all, because they all involve running tests on a piace of-

equipment that wasn't installed.
.

We were talking about how to test installed
~

equipment, and that is why Ms. Woodhead asked the questienc

she did and that is why Mr. Farris asked the questions that

he did.

The testimony confuses the two; isn' t this correct?

MR. FARRIS: We askad the question to chew that

they are confusing, Mr. Shon. We are aware of the thrust of

your question.

'

MR. SHON: In short, I really don't belicve that

' your testimony addresses the passage that represents an

exchange between myself and Mr. Hubbard. We vere talking

about quality assurance tests on installed equipment. You
'

are talking in the main about something that is in the nature

of qualification testing for prototypes or for nonproduction
,

items. Is that not correct?

WITNESS GANG: For qualification testing that is a

nonproduction iten, that is correct.

MR. SHCN: I didn't maan to interrupt, hat I think

. ' I have straightened soma things out.
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.

1!R. FAP.RIS : That w:0 the entire thrusb of my

questions.

We have no further quections at thic point.
!

[ Board conferring.]

*

MR. 3110H: I mignt say for mycelf thar. I u.*.c quita
_

satisfied with Mr. Hubbard's answer. It sacmed not to -- it
.

seemed to ansucr my question at the time.

I understand that the Applicent aeemnd to feel'

something additional was required, but I don't really know

what it was.

CHAIE!!AN WOLFE: Sir. Nelson?

MR. FARRIS: ive have no rebuttal tastinany to

Mr. Hubbard's rastimony,
s

[ Laughter.]

MR. NELSON: Perhaps a word of explaratien frem

the Applicants is appropriate.

I will have no further questicns deriv?d frcs

the cross-examination.
'

We did believe that the testimony as it is

constituted was an answer in the context of the special
.

' process. Testimony that had becn given up till that cina

as an explanation why an expancinn of the criteria wh.ich had

been givan in Mr. Long's testinony would. not be ap;ropriata,
'

and new having heard Mr. Shon's further explanation, I

* guoac I am not sure whether he is satisfied at th.10 point

.
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that that question has been answered.

[ Board conferring.]

MR. SiiON : Mr. Melzon, we havo reached c kind of .

f
- an impasse in a way because of this. I taxe 1c fron the

first sentence on page 2 of thin testimony, rhich says "Zr.
'

Hubbard's testimony is inccrrect since," Lad thsn it give.3 a
i

supposed reason -- I take it from that, that what you really

meant was that in effect to counter the te2thneny of .vr.

Hubbard on this particular point with regard to wh2ther or

not the definition of special process uhould be expanded.

Is that correct?
s

MR. NELSON: Mr. Shon, as best I can 0:ceross in,

we meant that the definition of special process ch;nid not be
s

expanded. That definition included whether or not it was

ponsible to test for the present quality of the itsu ofter

the process had been performed, and va read Mr. Hubbard's

interchange to suggest that that was not adequate, and

one should also be able to test for future quality. In

'

other words, predict its ability to withstand in-service,

and the testimony is designed to answer that prehlem, and,

that is catisfied by the IEEE-323 qualification prceedure,

e 17
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MR. SIION: It seems that it really doesn't, -

because it doesn't say an/ thing about the specific item

under consideration. For myself, I cce no gap in t'm 2:ecord.

MR. ITELSON: Since the testimony haa already been

admitted, and since it is also responsive to tha quantion you,

asked which is referanced on page 4 of the testinony --
.

MR. SIION : Tefzel.

MR. NELSON: Yes. We w prefer to leave it in

the record, at this point.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: You have no redirect?

MR. NELSON: No.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right, the witnannas are

excused.
s

(Witnessos excused.)

CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: We will receus until on or about

3:00 o' clock this afternoon.

MR. DAVIS: We have been informed that the oral

argument this afternoon is going to commence at 3:30, so

perhaps we could reconvene following the arguments. The-

estimates were for about an hour and a half.
>

MR. PARRIS: fir. Chairman? .

CIIAIICIAN UCLFE: You mean to resume at 3:00?

MR. DAVIS: I thought you were going to check in

to see whether or not --

MR. NELSON: I don't believe that there are any
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'

iteins left for today.

MR. FARRIS: We don't have anything left. The

Board is going to start uith load combinations tomorrow. I
,

thought we agreed, off the record, to start tomorrow morning
o

'

at 10:00, at Mr. Gallo'n suggestion?

MR. NELSON: That is our understanding.
J

CIIAIPJ4AN UOIEE: Thon we will recess until 10:00

a.m., tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon, at 12:32 p.m., the hearing was adjourned

to reconvene on Friday, February 23, 1979, at 10 : 00 a.tn. )

end #18 * * *
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